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Campus gears up for Homecoming
U.S. Army parachute team to drop
homecoming game ball from sky
By KATIE VANA
Staff writer
The final piece of the homecoming
puzzle will literally fall into place
Saturday when the U.S. Army "Silver
Wings" Command Exhibition Parachute
Team delivers the game ball and coin to
O'Brien Stadium before the homecoming game Saturday afternoon.
The Silver Wings is an extension of
the United States Army to demonstrate
the capabilities of the Airborne Forces.
The three members of the parachuting
team will leave from Coles County
International Airport in a Blackhawk
helicopter to land on the field just before
the start of the 2 p.m. football game.
Staff Sgt. Robert Martin said if
conditions are good, the parachuters will
jump from 10,000 feet and free fall for
51 seconds before opening their
parachutes at 2,000 to 3,000 feet.
"My platoon sergeant was in the
Silver Wings, and I begged him for six
months to let me be part of the team,"
said Martin.

Homecoming
weekend weather
• Friday
Rain,
a high in
upper 40os d

The Wings perform almost every
other weekend during the year and every
weekend during the summer. They
perform all over the country, from the
mountains in Salt Lake City to their
quarterly water training over the ocean
in Key West, Fla.
Staff Sgt. Dale Warner joined the
team because of past experiences with
parachute teams. "They were so unsafe,
but safety is unconscious when we
jump."
Team experience varies from six
months to four years. Martin said he has
jumped over 1,500 times and has the
responsibility of training all members.
When they're not jumping, the five
team members are stationed at Fort
Benning, Ga. Each member has other
responsibilities besides the team such as
being jump instructors or holding other
jobs within the army.
The paratroopers are not paid for
being on the team.
"It's a lot of time and a lot of hard
work, but it's worth it," said Staff Sgt.
Terry Murphy.

• Saturday
Partly sunny,
a high in
upper 50°S

• Sunday
Partly sunny,
a high in
upper 50°s

Kiss the girl
Homecoming Queen Gina Zamboni hugs head football coach Bob Spoo at Thursday
evenings pep rally after football team captain Tim Carver presented her with a
football signed by the entire team.

Weather expected to clear up,
cooperate for weekend events
By BRIAN HUCHEL
City editor

'----'...,_,,___,

CHET PIOTROWSKI/Staff photographer

Despite the rain out of
Thursday's bon fire, activities
scheduled for Homecoming weekend should go off without a hitch,
with weather forecasts predicting
mild weather and no rain Saturday
and Sunday.
Showers starting around 7 p.m.
forced the bon fire/pep rally to be
moved inside to the University
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
But local weather observer
Dalias Price said the weather
looks as though it will cooperate

with the scheduled Homecoming
weekend activities.
"The temperatures should be up
to above 50 degrees, but it will be
a little windy," Price said. "People
had better wear a top coat; it will
be a typical autumn day."
The National Weather Service
in Lincoln is calling for sunny
skies this morning before
becoming cloudy and cold this
afternoon with a 30 percent
chance of rain. Saturday and
Sunday are expected to be fair,
with temperatures in the upper
50s.
Price said he is expecting
Saturday morning temperatures

between 38 and 40 degrees by the
Homecoming parade's 9:30 a.m.
starting time. Temperatures will
then begin to level off, stopping in
the upper 50s by the 2 p.m.
Homecoming game. Temperatures
are expected to drop to the 40s by
late evening.
Although Saturday and Sunday's events are safe from rain,
Friday's Homecoming activities
may not be spared. Price said rain
should be expected.
"There could be a little rain, but
only about .25 inches or less," he
said. "We're below average for

INside
More Homecoming
coverage:
• Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority
dedicates its new house
• Competitive floats spice up
homecoming parade
• Tent City fills the lull between
homecoming parade and game
• Five alumni receive awards
STORIES PAGE 8
• Its a dog-eat-dog world when it
comes to homecoming parking
STORY PAGE 2

See WEATHER page 2

Eastern loses significant number of minority faculty
By JOHN FERAK
Senior news reporter
At least 10 minority faculty and staff
members left Eastern before fall semester
1995 - a significant blow to the minority
population of faculty and staff on campus,
said Johnetta Jones, director of Minority
Affairs.
"This is the worst year I can remember,
we really took a hit," Jones said of those
minorities who sought employment
elsewhere. "We didn't replace everyone we
lost."
Because the minority staff and faculty

had key losses, Jones said it is vital for
Eastern to hire more minorities to ensure
that students have classroom role models to
emulate.
"A real concern of (minority students) is
that minority faculty and staff are there for
them," Jones said. 'They can send students
the message that everyone (who is black)
isn't in jail or on welfare."
Minorities who left Eastern for jobs
elsewhere included assistant football coach
Randy Melvin, who went to the University
of Wyoming and assistant basketball coach
George Morgan, who went to Western
Kentucky University. Morgan's wife,

Andrea, worked in Eastern's speech
department.
Others who left included Beryl and
Thadeus McEwen, both assistant
professors in business education and
administrative information; Dino Martinez,
an administrator in the housing office;
Latonia Stewart in admissions; Annette
Hopgood, who worked in civil service;
Minabere lbelema in journalism; and
William Colvin from Afro-American
studies. Colvin is on unpaid leave from
Eastern this semester and expected to retire
in January.
In addition, former Human Resource

director Elise Post was given nine months
of severance pay to terminate her
employment with the university.
Affirmative Action Director Cynthia
Nichols said she doesn't think the losses
Eastern's minority population suffered are
that numerous. She said minorities who left
were usually receiving better opportunities
elsewhere - offers too good for any
faculty, regardless of skin color, to pass up.
Because many schools fight to land
minority faculty and administrators,
Nichols said it's difficult for Eastern to
retain as many minorities as hoped.
See FACULTY page 2
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Parking restricted
for weekend events
By AMY BRIGOWATZ
Staff writer
Parking will be restricted to
accommodate Homecoming parades and events, and spots will be
more sparse with the influx of parents, alumni and guests coming to
Charleston to celebrate, police officials said.
"There has always been a limited
amount of parking during Homecoming because a large amount of
people are visiting Eastern's campus," said Kevin Kersey, assistant
chief at the University Police
Department.
Starting at 5 p.m. tonight,
Seventh Street from Johnson
Avenue to Andrews Hall and
Campus Drive will be closed off for
parking.
These following streets will be
off-limits starting at 3 a.m. Saturday:
• Monroe and Jackson avenues

between Sixth and Seventh streets.
• Sixth Street from Monroe to
Lincoln avenues.
• Seventh Street from Monroe to
Johnson avenues.
• Johnson Avenue between
Seventh and Ninth streets.
• Grant Avenue between
Seventh and Ninth streets.
• Hayes between Seventh and
Ninth streets and Roosevelt Avenue.
Streets will reopen after the
parade Saturday afternoon.
Vehicles parked in these restricted areas will be towed at the
owner's expense.
Parking by the campus pond that
was available in previous years will
not be open this year. Tents set up
near the pond for the Alumni
Services' Tent City program prevent
the university from opening up
parking spaces there, Kersey said.
The intramural fields on the
southwest side of O'Brien Stadium
will be open, weather permitting.

WEATHER

from page one - - - - - - - -

month with only about two of the
three inches we need, but we have a
few days left to make it."
The ballroom was packed for
Thursday's pep rally, forcing up to
30 people at times to stand outside
the west entrance trying to peer in.
Despite the close quarters, students were still excited to see the
large turnout.

"It's great that everyone still
showed up tonight," said Jodi
Haines, a junior physical education
major. "It shows great school spirit."
Homecoming events, however,
are not the only things happening
this weekend. Clocks have to be
turned back at 2 a.m. Sunday morning because of the upcoming winter
months.

FACULTY

frompageone - -

"It's very competitive with other
universities also in contention,"
Nichols said. "Clearly, people who
left Eastern got a better job or promotion. We wish them well and we
certainly benefited from their experience here.
"I think it's unrealistic to assume
that everyone stays here for his or
her entire career."
Nichols' Affirmative Action
Office has compiled a brochure
which lists the strengths of Eastern
and the campus community in
hopes to better advertise the university's finer points to prospective
minority personnel.
Nichols said her office is working with several academic departments to send faculty members to
entice young minority faculty at
other Midwest institutions to apply
for positions at Eastern.
Jones believes there's a healthy
pool of qualified minorities inter-

''

When Eastern
loses minority faculty members, it's the
entire campus' loss."
- Johnetta Jones,
director of minority affairs

ested in higher education work.
She said, however, Eastern must be
proactive in recruiting these individuals to apply and then accept
positions at Eastern.
"These days you have to fight
for them," Jones said. "You can't
wait for them to get away.
"When Eastern loses minority
faculty members, it's the entire
campus' loss ," Jones said. "We
need cultural diversity among students, but we need it equally as
badly among the faculty and staff
population."
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Arrests show little change
DUis up 46

from last year's
police reports
By THERESA GAVLIN
Staff writer

Live
Music All
Weekend!

IN depth
Alcohol-related crime statistics in Charleston
Crime

Jan.-Sept. 1994

Jan.-Sept. 1995

FRIDAY

• Illegal consumption
II

Crime in Charleston has
remained stagnant in the past
year, with arrests between this
year and last showing dramatic
changes in only two categories.
"If you really look at it,
there's not a whole lot of difference (between last year and this
year)," said Charleston Police
Chief Herb Steidinger. "I feel
good about these numbers."
According to numbers
released by the Charleston
police department, only the purchase or acceptance of alcohol
by a minor and driving under
the influence of alcohol arrests
increased significantly compared to last year. Purchase or
acceptance of alcohol by a
minor increased from 129
arrests to 140 arrests, and DUI
arrests increased from 49 to 95.
Other offenses have been
stymied, seeing little or no
jumps in arrests such as the consumption of alcohol by a minor,
which remained steady at 60
arrests.
The numbers represent arrests
from January to September 1994
and January to September 1995.
The sharp increase in DUI
arrests can be attributed to a
state grant reserved specifically
for DUI enforcement that the
Charleston police received from
the Illinois Department of
Transportation, Steidinger said.
Linda Anderson, coordinator
of the grant through the Mayor's
office, said the grant was given
to the city of Charleston for
DUI "education and prevention."

• Illegal purchase
or acceptance
of alcohol

Suns of Circumstance~~
Original music and covers by:

Grateful Dead -Van Morrison Bo Deans - Jimi Hendrix

• Illegal sale/gift
of alcohol
• Illegal sale of
alcohol w/o license

II

• Illegally frequenting
a liquor-licensed
establishment
One section ofthe city's grant
was given to the police for the
enforcement of DUis, while
other sections of the grant went
toward education and other
needed items in the city,
Anderson said.
To receive the grant, the city
of Charleston presented a proposal listing its needs for the
city and showed how the grant
would help the city fulfill those
needs, Anderson said.
Other surrounding cities, such
as Effingham, received similar
grants, she said.
Neither Anderson nor Steidinger would disclose the monetary amount of the grant.
A state grant is not the only
reason for the increase in DUI
arrests, Steidinger said. In some
cases, he said, off-duty police
officers were rehired by the
police force to "step up" the
enforcement for DUI patrol and
arrests.
The officers are rehired
through
the
"Hire-Back
Program," which rehires offduty police officers who already

By CHAD GALLAGHER
Administration editor
Thomas Johnson's involvement in higher education began in the early 1960s when he served as
student body president at Rockford College.
Since then, Johnson has been a college instructor, a university lawyer, a lawyer for a governing
board, chairman of Rockford College's governing
board and a member of several other law- and
business-orientated bodies.
Johnson, president of the largest law firm in
Rockford - Williams & McCarthy- said his background in higher education and law should make
him a contributor to the effectiveness of Eastern's
new governing board.
"As a new board, we will have to invent ourselves and revisit the question of what is the mission of the university," Johnson said. "We need to
identify short-term and long-term goals and how
we can assist to reach these goals."
He named a variety of issues the new board will
likely address once it takes governance Jan. 1
upon the demise of the Board of Governors.
"We must maintain a quality product to students, a diversity of students and faculty, academic freedom and establish financial integrity so the
institution is getting its fair share of state funding," Johnson said. "But our main job is to identify the vision of the institution and respond to the
agenda we will have before us."
Johnson said he is excited to bring his board
experience to Eastern and hopes to help continue
the university's strong tradition.

II

alternative music from:

know the routines of police
work and, in turn, arrest more
DUI offenders, he said.
Although these programs
hav e h elped to increase DUI
arrests, a lack of funds has prevented the police force from hiring more manpower, Steidinger
said.
"We can't increase patrols
without increasing manpower,
and the increase in manpower is
regulated by available dollars
within the municipality," h e
said.
Steidinger said the increase in
false ID arrests is due to the barentry-age hike. The entry age
for Charleston bars was
increased from 19 to 21 in June
1994.
But the numb er of minors
arrested for frequenting a
licensed liquor establishment
climbed by only five arrests.
Steidinger said a slight
increase in arrests for the sale of
alcohol without a license, from
23 a year ago to 31 this year, is
due to the police cracking down
on house parties.

Johnson's various legal experiences
to better inform Eastern's new board
Editors note: This is the third of a seven-part
series profiling each trustee on Eastern s governing board.

Aunt Joan

"We will build on the 100
years of strong tradition at
Eastern," he said. "(All trustees)
have to come with an open mind
and without any preconceived
plans or special interests."
Johnson described Eastern's
aura as, "an unusual atmosphere
with sense of community that is
refreshing."
"It is just the right size to have
Thomas
high quality faculty and facilities
Johnson
without being lost in a huge
bureaucracy," he said.
Mahmood Butt, chair of secondary education
and foundation department, was a faculty member
at Rockford College when Johnson was chair of it
governing board.
Butt described Johnson as an "outstanding individual and board member."
"He is very experienced as an attorney and at
being a board member," Butt said. "He is a very
thoughtful individual, and I have very good hopes
he will play a very active role as a member of our
board."
Johnson described Eastern President David
Jorns as a "class act who is very good with people."
Johnson said he has met the president several
times over the seminar at seminars held at the university.
"The board has to be comfortable with the president once we are in place," he said. "We have to
support him and back him up -we can not be second guessing him.
Johnson said if the board loses confidence in the
president they are in the position to hire and fire
that person.
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Homecoming a time
to celebrate, join
as a community
Homecoming Weekend is certainly the most
entertaining time of the year.
It gives all members of the campus community a
chance to kick back, relax and share laughs.
Alumni return to the place where they used to learn
and have fun.
Homecoming is one of the few times students
can show pure school spirit. It's more than unbridled cheering, but a chance to showcase diversity
and promote the campus.
In the pure sense of homecoming spirit, this year
is better than most to celebrate. The cornerstone
event, the football game, features a Panther's team
that's 6-1.
When fans pack the stadium at 2 p.m., they'll
watch a team play Illinois
State, a serious contender
for the NCAA Division II playoffs.
But this year could also be a serious time to celebrate and bring the campus together. The most
diverse Homecoming court ever will represent the
university. For the first time ever, the school has a
black Homecoming king and two black freshmen
attendants.
This is a bright and positive commentary about
our campus, that we are able to vote in a diverse
Homecoming court.
This type of celebration comes at a time when
there is serious racial adversity. A false rumor about
black fraternity pledges has revealed a campus that
still fosters vicious lies about one race.
But this week can be a celebration and a renewal.
Joining together in the Homecoming parade
Saturday morning, the football game Saturday
afternoon and the Black Greek Council's Step
Show tonight are just three ways to join together as
a campus.
There are other events, but being social and open
with one another is the best way to celebrate this
year's Homecoming.
There are other problems: the conflicts between
faculty and President David Jorns, legitimate concerns about minority coverage in the campus
media, and worries about the future of our campus.
But let's take this weekend to remember what we
are: one campus. Put differences aside, join together in a celebration and use this weekend to start
many more days of unity, togetherness and pride.
That's one Homecoming tradition that's worth
expanding to the rest of the year.

Hiding police reports hurts entire campus
A 21-year-old female was
allegedly attacked at 5:50 a.m.
Oct. 8 by an unidentified male,
according to a Campus Police
report.
This is very disturbing.
It's not disturbing just because '-----'-"-~~-
someone would threaten the safety
of another person, but because The TRAVIS SPENCER
Daily Eastern News did not Regular columnist
receive the crime report from the
police until the editors asked for it.
If The News would not have
found out about the attack through outside sources, the incident would have been lost in paperwork and never reported
to the public.
But students deserve to know what is happening on campus. No matter how poor an image it may leave for Eastern,
everyone needs to know violence exists on campus.
And it is the responsibility of the newspaper to inform the
community about crime and safety on campus.
The News checks the police reports on a regular basis to
see what is occurring. And the police are supposed to place
all reports in a press basket for reporters to look through.
But for some unknown reason, this Oct. 8 report, where a
innocent woman was attacked one early morning, was "inadvertently" left out of the basket. The News had to specifically
ask to see the report before the police would relinquish it.
It is disturbing that a violence-related police report was not
offered to the press with the other reports.
I wonder how many other crime reports were never placed
in the press basket.
Are officials selectively pulling reports to create a utopian
environment on campus?
If attacks, rapes and other crimes occur, students have the
right to know about them.
I know campus safety weighs heavily on how students
choose a college, but that is no reason for a university to hide
the truth. Since parents want their children to attend a safe
college, it would be quite easy to "inadvertently" misplace

"We just want
enough information to
inform the public that they
don't go to a
violence-free
university. "

many image-changing police
reports.
However, censoring crime
reports is nothing new to Eastern.
Last year, The News had to file
a lawsuit against the university to
receive information about a rape
case that should have already been
public. Even though the court
denied The News the information,
the university had already agreed
to always allow the press to see
future reports - with some names

deleted from the report.
According to the newspaper's policy, it does not print the
names of sexual assault victims.
In fact, we don't need to know the names of the victim.
We just want enough information to inform the public that
they don't go to a violence-free university.
The pubic deserves that information.
Students were upset last year that the police would withhold crime-related reports.
Word quickly traveled that the police were picking and
choosing what reports they would release to the public, and
Eastern soon became known across the nation.
The lawsuit drew national attention as a public-access
issue with articles running in the Chicago Tribune and other
newspapers, and a featured report "CBS Evening News"'
segment "Eye on America."
If Eastern is worried about its image, it may want to
remember what it was like last year to be in the spotlight as a
school that was hiding the truth.
It would be much easier if the police would simply cooperate with public-access laws and provide The News with all
crime reports.
I would hate to see the judicial system have to get
involved one more time.
- Travis Spencer is news editor and a regular columnist
for The Daily Eastern News.

Ed I•t0 fl•a}

' ' today' s quote
Mama I'm coming home.
- Ozzy Osborne

Time for an honest
discussion about race
Dear editor:
This letter is to all the members of
the university community. It is unfortunate that recent events have resulted
in miscommunication and a potential
division of the campus community at a
time when we will be celebrating this
Homecoming as a significant step forward for diversity at Eastern.
So, first and foremost, let me be
clear: racism is not - and never will
be - condoned on this campus. And,
all of our activities should be based on
tolerance. This is a university, after all.
Moreover, anyone who has been a
victim of rumors knows how damaging
and hurtful they can be. The tensions
we experience reflect differences and
divisions that permeate our society. We
all struggle with them.
It is incumbent upon all of us, as
members of a learning environment,
but more particularly on those of us
who are part of the great majority on
this campus, to be less concerned with
taking and defending a position than
with listening and learning.
Thus, I join other campus leaders in
asking all members of the campus com-

your turn
munity to engage in frank and open discussion of these issues and to remain
responsible in their actions.
We have a long way to go at Eastern,
as well as in America, before we can
experience diversity as the richness it is.
As university faculty, staff, students and
graduates, we are expected to show the
way.
The diversity of Eastern's 1995
homecoming results from the courage
and persistence of all involved. It is an
important first for Eastern. It is a signal
achievement and reflects well on all of
us.
We might recall the words of
Livingston C. Lord, engraved on the
front of Old Main .... "not who is
right, but what is true" (May 6, 1933).
And who of us can claim to have
achieved the truth?

David L. Jorns
President

Black greek groups
aren't going anywhere
Dear editor:
How in the hell does an attack in
Carman Hall relate to black fraternities

and rape? How dare you print an article
Tuesday under assumptions and absolutely no facts ("Untrue rumor of frat
violence re-emerge after attack").
First of all, to all you white sorority
girls who think that our black brothers
want you, let me just say don't even
flatter yourselves. The black fraternities
do not want you so stop your lies
immediately. This is nothing but a
bunch of bull s**t.
The fact that an anonymous sorority
girl thinks that black greeks should not
be allowed on campus is not only ignorant but racist. If that is the case white
greeks should be banned also because
white fraternities are not angels themselves. This student is very ignorant and
lacks knowledge about black greeks.
If April Donnelly had any sense she
would take some time to know what
black fraternities are really about and
you would know that no members of
Kappa Alpha Psi, Omega Psi Phi,
Alpha Phi Alpha and Phi Beta Sigma
quack. So shut the hell up because you
do not know what you are talking
about.
Eastern is a wonderful school with
wonderful opportunities for black fraternities and sororities. And guess
what? We are not going anywhere.

Yasmine Matthews
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Lincoln Hall may go 24 hours
Student calls visitation hours 'discriminatory'
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Student government editor
The Residence Hall Association passed a proposal which
can give Lincoln Hall 24-hour
visitation.
Lincoln Hall is one of four
all-female residence halls on
campus, none of which have 24hour visitation. The proposal
will be forwarded to Mark
Shaklee, the director of housing.
If approved by Shaklee, the
proposal needs to be approved
by Vice President for Student
Affairs Lou Hencken and
President David Jorns.
"They should be making a
decision in the next week or
two," said Jennifer Zorn,
Lincoln Hall Council president.
"What we were waiting for was
for RHA to approve and support
it."
Zorn said she doesn't expect

Residents pay the
same amount to live
in Lincoln as other
residence halls, so
'we 'should have equal opportunities and choices."
-Jennifer Zorn,
President,
Lincoln Hall Council
any opposition to the proposal
and said she thinks its implementation is "a definite possibility."
About 120 of 180 Lincoln
Hall residents had signed a petition for 24-hour visitation.
Zorn said none of Eastern's
female residence halls have 24hour visitation, although it is in
place for all of the male residence halls. Some co-ed and allmale residence halls have full
visitation.

"(The current visitation system) is discriminatory against
women," Zorn said. "(Twentyfour-hour visitation) should be a
housing option for women.
"Residents pay the same
amount to live in Lincoln as
other residence halls, so we
should have equal opportunities
and choices," Zorn said.
Zorn said if it is implemented,
the proposal will be done for the
time being on a trial basis,
although that may change.
"We want to try it and see
how it works," Zorn said. "If it's
something a lot of people want
to keep, then by all means they
can keep it implemented."
Vice President for Public
Affairs Jason Anselment said
although he commended Lincoln
Hall for their proposal, he felt it
would probably be only Lincoln
Hall that sees 24-hour visitation
for the time being.

WELCOME BACK ALUMNI!
Saturday the 28th!
The original build your o-vvn Bloody
Mary Bar. Others fllaY try to copy,
but there is only one originaL

All day long $2.50 each

San.rday Night
~~catherine,s .1-Iorse,,
9P"' to Close

Nov. 8 set for senate elections
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Student government editor
Eighteen Student Senate seats and five Student
Dean positions are available for the Nov. 8 Student
Government elections.
Petitions are for senate seats can be picked up in
Room 201 of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. Candidates need a valid student identification
and the petitions are due back at 4 p.m. Nov. 3.
Student Dean petitions will be available next week
with the same deadlines.
Six senate seats are open in the at-large district,
five are open in the on-campus district and three are
open in the off-campus district, Student Body
President Michelle Gaddini said. Also, four half senate seats will be filled after the election by candidates
who did not win in their districts, Gaddini said.
For the first time, the Student Dean positions will
be open for elections. The deans are intended to act as
a liaison between faculty and students for Eastern's
five colleges.

Students interested in running for Student Senate
or Student Dean have to be in good academic and disciplinary standing with the university, have a cumulative grade-point average of at least 2.25 and be a fulltime student taking at least 12 semester hours, said
Amy Levine, director of legal affairs and public
affairs for the elections commission.
The only exception to the requirements is for the
Student Dean of the graduate school, which requires a
minimum GPA of3.0.
Along with the applications, interested candidates
must turn in a petition with 25 signatures endorsing
their candidacy.
An election forum is scheduled for Nov. 6,
although a specific time and room have not yet been
scheduled.
"The Student Senate forum usually deals with the
student senators and their running platforms," said
Richard Plocinski, director of poll operations for the
elections committee.
Plocinski said the elections committee has not yet
met officially this semester.

No warning signals cause bus collision
FOX RIVER GROVE (AP) The driver of a school bus struck
by a fast-moving commuter train
may have had almost no time to
react before the collision that
ki lied seven students, a source
close to the investigation said
Thursday.
Investigators are trying to

determine why the bus carrying
35 students was still waiting at a
traffic light with its rear end in
the path of the train on
Wednesday.
They began testing the light
overnight and were seeking
police phone logs to check for
complaints about the signal.

tJtaiL

"The timing doesn't appear to
be proper," National Transportation Safety Board member
John Goglia said.
The NTSB said approaching
trains trip sensors embedded in
the tracks that prompt warning
gates to lower, lights to flash and
bells to ring.
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Welcome Alumni with,
One Dozen Roses

Vased w/ Greens&... Bow ......... $28.50
Baby's Breath added .... $34.50

HOW TO MAKE AN

AMERICAN
QUILT
Winona
RYDER
[!§]

Nightly 7:00,9:30
Sat.&Sun. Mat. 2:00
~w

One Dozen
Med. Stem Roses

$16.50

EIU Mum Corsages
$5.00 each

SH>w1,..;Z

~~ll©W~~~
THE CURSE OF MICHAEL MYERS

ii~:~ii

Nightly 7:30, 9:45
Sat.&Sun. Mat. 2:15

NOBLE

Flower Shop
Special Saturday Hours

8:30-2:00

WELCOMES
ALUMNI

r-------------------------------------------,
Clip this coupon and save
:

:

i
I

10°/o OFF

i

Everything in the store!

:

I

:

I
I

I

I

~-------------------------------------------~
Cannot be used in
combination
with any other
coupon or sale
Expires 1/1/96

FRIDAY
COUNTRY-SlYLE DINNER BUFFET
Featuring country-style chicken, deep-fried fish, poor
man's lobster, shrimp, fresh fruit, salads and a wide
variety of complementary entrees.

All you can eat!
WEEKEND SUNRISE BREAKFAST BUFFEr
(Served 8:00am to 1:30pm /weekends and holidays)

Choose to your heart's content from a wide variety of
your favorite breakfast items including: scrambled eggs,
bacon, sausage, ham, potatoes, pancakes, French toast,
toppings, sauces, fresh fruit and bakery items.

All you can eat!

~
COUNTRY
.......
KITCHEN,
The Country's Best
Comes From Our Kitchen.

Open Sunday-Thursday
6am-12pm
Open Friday-Saturday
24 Hours!
Next to K-Mart and
Super Wal-Mart
Rt. 16, Mattoon, IL
(21 7) 235-0066

.'l le·--

&A
.·

J

Rt. · 16 at 1--:5 7 Mattoo~

·- 345~4546
••

~·C~·~·SaJad

.. 235-3141·
.
.

•

..
.·

. Dine In and De.livery .

345-7·711 .
'

I

~----~--~--~------~·
'
..

mGXMaik~

# I'd' Ill e. .y t . F,. e. 4' i. .I
612. W. Lincoln
Ave·., Charleston-.
.
..

, -(,f(-

.s c e:. r-l-'(

405A Lincoln Ave.
Charleston
345~2466

3.4 8
. -8 218
'

__,.r;,_

Good Times ·
Great Food.

ALAMO

~, · OCTOBER -2 3
•H-'~....-.ming elections all ·day.
•Coronation at 7pm in McAfee.

J?.ikeS ':• s~ort~ ,salo~~

='L

··- -

234-7337 '

IIIII BOUSE •IILOOI

f02N. ....

342-.

.

Half a block north of Old Main
<::)~.,..

1703 Ave. o1
Effingl

345-7535

'1414 6th
~.()

Athlete

102 N.

.6th Street
Formerly Ted's

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER
•Games from·4:-30-6:3Qpm·in· ·
South Quad.
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 2
•Pe ral and bonfire from 8:
i
aylor Hall court.

Jerry's Pizza

"AND THEY DANCE

8:00PM

1508 4th St.

3.to-·hititbtii :: .

348-5144

$8 ADULTS/

Walker~s
Westside Super Saver
1460 E. Street, Charleston

407 Lincoln Ave.

Featuring jewelry, antiquE

goodies, kitchenware
original art, pottery, scul

345-4600 ·

217 Uncoln Avenue

~345-1316

0CTOB

IN THE

345-2844
..... -., . -

T

21
8th & Madison
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•

•
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.
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.
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224 Richmond
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.
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-B- OATMEN'S BANK

1001 Charleston
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.
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.
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MATTOON, lL

(217) 258--8601
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2pm in O'Brien Stadium.
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_SLOW IN IACKSON"
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.
At Fourth and Lincoln
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Monroe Street
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Noble Flower Shop·
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345-7007

Eastside Super Market
960 18th Street, Charleston

.
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DR. WDJJAM SCHUBERT · OPHTHALMOLOGIST
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348-0221
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1605 Reynolds Drive

409 Lincoln Ave
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Parade floats
'toonin' up
competition
By REAGAN BRANHAM
Activities editor
Organizers are expecting a more extravagant
1995 Homecoming parade because of strong competition between the participants in the float contest.
The parade, which begins at 9:30 a.m. Saturday
at Seventh Street and Lincoln Avenue, will be filled
with 38 floats and more than 100 total displays and
groups. The procession will circle the campus and
move into the city before ending at Sixth Street and
Lincoln Avenue.
The competition between greek organizations
and other groups has continued to grow and has
lead to a bigger and better floats , said Deana
Smothers, parade committee co-chairwoman.
"The more competitive the people are the better
the floats are," Smothers said. "I see the floats getting better every year."
The Charleston community has 13 floats and
campus organizations have 25 floats divided into
four categories, which are walking floats, floats
with movable parts, car entries and flat beds.
Most organizations have been working on float
ideas since they found out their organizations' individual themes on Aug. 31, Smothers said.
Among this year's themes are "Mighty Mouse,"
"Jetson's," "Care Bears" and "Inspector Gadget."
All of these go along with the overall Homecoming
theme, "Toonin ' with EIU."
These floats cost organizations anywhere from
$100 to $2,000 depending on the size and extravagance of the float.
The larger floats and the floats with movable
parts cost the organizations much more than the
smaller one's.
Many floats are very extravagant with movable
parts and original ideas for additions to the floats.
Individual group members work an average of 10
hours for one to two weeks. Other groups will work
as much as six weeks on their float .
"A lot of people are really excited as far as the
theme of the parade goes," said Keith Lipke, chairman of the University Board. "People in the parade
will have a fabulous time celebrating EIU."
Along with the floats, the parade will include
several bands and cartoon characters walking
around and giving out candy.
Temperatures will be in the 60s Saturday morning, so the homecoming committee does not foresee
any weather-related problems, Smothers said.

CHET PIOTROWSKI/Staff photographer

Pink Panther pep
The Pink Panthers perform the last of three routines Thursday night to a song by ACIDC at the Homecoming pep rally in the
University Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

Homecoming goes camping
Tent city newest addition to celebration weekend
By BETSY COLE
Campus editor
The hours between the homecoming
parade and the homecoming football
game will be filled this year by an alumni
tent city near the campus pond and pavilIon.

Each of Eastern's four colleges will
have a tent set up for alumni to stop in
and talk to faculty and staff, and alumni
directories will also be available for sale.
"It will be very informal," said Steve
Rich, acting director of alumni and community relations. "It's a chance for alumni to gather in one site and reminisce
about the good old days."
Tent city is open to everyone, and dif-

Alumni to receive awards Saturday
99-year old retired teacher to attend ceremony
By BRITT CARSON
Staff writer
Ninety-year-old Emma Chenault Kelly is
one of five Eastern Alumni receiving awards
Saturday honoring their various achievements.
Kelly, a retired teacher from Charleston,
received her elementary through college education at Eastern and graduated with her
Teaching Certificate in 1925. She went on to
teach in Eastern's English department for 21
years.
In addition to teaching at Eastern, Kelly was
also in the U.S. Air Force from 1945-46 and in
the Woman's Army Corps during World War
II.

"Emma is very honored and wants to make
the ceremony," said Char Anderson, assistant
director of alumni relations.
Kelly, Jeffrey Scott, Gwendolyn Dungy and
Craig Gaumer are recipients of the
Distinguished Alumnus Award. Gregory Curl
is the recipient of the Outstanding Young
Alumnus Award.
The awards will be presented at the Alumni
Awards Dinner Saturday at 6 p.m. in the 1895
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
"This year the committee thought all five of
these candidates deserved the awards ,"
Anderson said.
Scott received his bachelor's degree from
Eastern in 1968 and currently works for

CIGNA Financial Advisers in Virginia.
He is a member of the Lumpkin College of
Business Advisory Board and Eastern's
Foundation Board.
Dungy graduated in 1965 with her bachelor ' s degree in education and went on to
receive her master's degree in Guidance and
Counseling from Eastern. She is currently the
executive director of the National Association
of Student Personnel Administrators.
Gaumer heads the bankruptcy fraud task
force for the District of South Dakota.He
received his bachelor's degree in journalism in
1984 and his master's degree in sociology in
1986. He also served as U.S. Attorney for the
United States Department of Justice.
Curl completed the Master's in Business
Administration program in 1991 and went on
to become the president and Chief Executive
Officer of the Citizens National Bank in Paris,
Ill. in 1993.
Nominations are accepted in June for the
awards and are voted on by a committee, two
members from the Alumni Association, two
representatives from different colleges in
Eastern and the Student Government President,
Anderson said.
The Alumni President, Matthew Davidson,
will be presenting the awards.
"The awards are given to alumni based on
their services to Eastern and how they have
represented the University since they graduated," Anderson said.

' ' It's a chance for alumni to
gather in one site and reminisce about the good old days."
-Steve Rich,
director of alumni and
community relations
ferent groups will sell foods like vegetables and dip, chili dogs and caramel
apples at various food booths. A Pepsi
stand will also be available. A three-person jazz band will also be featured to
provide entertainment.
Tent city will run from 10 a.m. to 2

p.m., but Rich said he expects the biggest
crowd will come between 11 :30 a.m. to
1:30 p.m ..
The tents to be displayed include the
presidential tent, the Masters in Business
Administration, the College of Business
and Applied Sciences, Military Science,
the College of Education and
Professional Studies, the College of
Adult and Continuing Education, the
College of Arts and Humanities and the
College of Sciences and alumni services.
A bookstore tent will also be set up to
sell sweatshirts.
"We're very excited about it," Rich
said. "We hope it will grow over time
and we'll be open to suggestions on
things we can do in the future."

Tri Sigs to dedicate house
Alumni to tum building over to actives
By TRACY RULE
Staff writer
More than 250 people are expected to
attend a house dedication of Eastern's first
sorority which secretly began in 1938.
Sigma Sigma Sigma will hold a house
dedication 12:30 p.m. Saturday at 1030
Greek Court to allow alumni members to
turn the house over to active members,
said Kay DeLong, a Tri-Sigma alum.
Janet Holley, president of the housing
board and also a Tri-Sigma alum, said TriSigma was the first sorority at Eastern and
began locally under the name Alpha Tau
Nu.
Holley said the sorority remained a
secret until Reba Goldsmith, president of
the sorority and editor of Eastern's
Teachers College News revealed the
information in the Dec. 14, 1938 issue of
the student newspaper.
"We kept it secret because we realized
the importance of this pioneer effort for
Eastern's social life and wanted to become
firmly united before the usual opposition
met us," said Goldsmith in the December
article.
DeLong said there will be a short program at 12:30 p.m. followed by a reception. Honored guests such as the sorority's
founders will be acknowledged as well as
past presidents.
"Original members and other alumni
will be present," she said. "We sent out

1,300 invitations and expect over 250 people."
Secretary of the Housing Board, Betty
Campbell, also will tum over the keys to
the new house. Holley will give remembrances and a briefhistory of the sorority.
Holley said she believes Goldsmith's
approach to the university was very "feminist" which was unusual for the time.
After a two-year probation period, an
Eastern faculty committee on social organizations granted Alpha Tau Nu official
recognition, according to the April 4, 1941
article of Teachers College News.
Holley said in December 1941, Alpha
Tau Nu participated in organizing the first
Pan-Hellenic Council. The headline in the
Dec. 10, 1941 edition of the paper read:
''National Sorority Accepts Alpha Taus."
Holley said Alpha Tau Nu then became
the Sigma Sigma Sigma National
Education Sorority. At this time, the TriSigma sorority was only found on teacher
college campuses and this is the reason the
change was made.
The move to Greek Court is the third
move for the Tri-Sigs, Holley said. From
1941 to 1956 the Tri-Sigs lived at 1057
7th St. From 1956 to 1995 they were
located at 1102 6th St., which is now
owned by Phi Delta Beta fraternity.
Holley said "everyone was ready to
move. The (Sixth Street) house needed to
accommodate more students and we felt it
was time to move."
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Welcome Back Alumni!
Hunting For The
Best Banking Deal
In Panther's Country?
Just Track Down
The Nearest Boatmen's.
And how tough can that
be with one across the
street from Old .Main?
Just imagine, everything you need in a bank acconnt including the best locations fur just three bucks
a month. We call it the Collegiate Options account.
It's everything you asked fOr in one easy package, check it out:
•
•
•
•
•
•

No fee when you use Boa.ttnen's ATMs on lincoln across from Old Main, upto\\-'11 on the square,
and at Wal-Mart in Charleston
Personal checking acconnt with unfunited check writing privileges and no minimum balance
requirement
Free Boatmen's Banking Card or ATM card provides safety by eliminating the need for carrying
extra cash
Boattnen's Banking Card looks like a credit card but works like a check, eliminating the hassle of
showing extra ID or using out-of-to\vn checks
24 hour access to your account information via Telephone Banking
Full service banking at our convenient facility located across from Old Main

So if you're as smart as those adtnissions guys think you are, you'll recognize a great deal when you
see i t - Boatmen's Collegiate Options account.

Call 345-8989 And Talk To A
Personal Banker Today.

r u' BOATMEN'S®
411 BANKS

Member FDIC

Credit services subject to credit approval.
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ATTENTION ALL
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~
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Newman
Catholic
Center

maJors

Come Get Animated
at //The Monastery//
e~~~We~

'13rother)) Stephen Stack
on the Piano
: Newman Center
(corner of 9th & Lincoln
......-~.....· Saturday, Spm till midnight

Welcome Alumni!
WEEKEND SPECIALS:
Blackened Halibut $10~
Saloon : Wooden$ Night
Receive One Dollar in Tokens with Drink
Purchases from 4PM - ?PM

Charbroiled Porkchops $9~
Saloon : $1 ~ Coronas • $2QQ Texas Tea
S d
0
11 30AM
6 oz. Prime Rib w/ Glass of Wine $8~
Saloon: Big Screen NFL!!
$2QQ Bloody Marys • $1 QQ Drafts
700 Broadway East, Mattoon
In the Mall Parking Lot· 234-7337

345·7849

345·7849

t4t2 4TH ST.
CHARLESTON

RESTAURANT l
BANQUET FACILITY

~ ~H~~ ~Mffi ~ t~ t~l

J

DAIQWru') ~1.1~

M~M~~ ~1.1~

Grinders,your
off-campus study place,
now open daily!

Delivery Available: Open to Close. No Coupons or Preferred Customer Cards Valid on Delivery Orders
Unless Specified on Coupon. Minimum Order of $5. 00 for Delivery.

New Hours 10:30 am -10:00 pm DAILY
SU BS
COLDS ................. 6"
. . . . 2.99
Blimpie Best . . .
Roast Beef . . . . . . . . ... 2.99
Tuna (Dolphin Safe) .. . .. 2.89
Clu b (Ham, Turkey, & Swiss) . 2. 79
Turkey . . . .
. . . ... 2. 79
Ham & Swiss .. .. .. .. . .. 2.49
Ham, Salami & Provolone .. 2.49
Cheese Trio . . . . . . . ... 2.49

Ft. Long
5. 19
5. 19
5.09
4.99
4.99
4.69
4.69
4.69

HOTS ................... 6"
Roast Beef American .. . .. 3.29
Italian Sty le Meatball .. .. . 2.69
Tuna Melt. . . .
. . . ... 3. 19
Pastrami .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 2.99
Mesquite Grilled Chicken . 2.59

Ft. Long
5.49
4.89
5.39
5. 19
4. 79

VAL UE MENU
6" BLT ..
. .. 1. 79
3"Tuna. . . .
. ... 1. 09
3" Ham . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 1.09
Veggie Pocket . .
. 1. 09

3.69

SPECIALS
Mini-meal (3", Soda, Chips & Cookie) .. 2.69
Combo (6" Bigger Bite, Soda & Chips) .. 5. 19

SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News

Ca/1345-7827
SALADS
Seafood Salad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.59
Chef or Tuna Salad . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.09
Tossed Green . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2.09
Turkey . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . .. 3.09
Anti pasto . . .
. ... . . .... 3.29
Mesquite Grilled Chicken .. .. .. .. 3.29

LITES (Un der 300 Ca lor ies) •••• • • Pita
Seafood & Crab . .. .. .. .. 3.29
Roast Beef. . . . . . . ..... 2.99
Turkey . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. 2.79
Ham & Swiss . .. . . . . .. .. 2.49
Club..
. .. 2.79

Salad
3.59
3.29
3.09
2.79
3.09

EXTRAS
Soup I Chilli
. . . . . . . . . . . 1.69
Chi ps
. .. .. .. .. . .. ... 75
Sodas ...
. ... 79 .89 .99
.. slice .25 whole .79
Pickles . . .
Cookie or Brownie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .49
Cinnamon Ro ll ...
. ... 79
CATERING
3 Ft. Subs ...
6Ft. Subs ..
Party Trays

. 39.95
....... 69.95
. .. Call For Price

Customize your 8/impie s with Tomatoes, Onions, Oregano, Oil,
Vinegar, Mayo, Mustard, or 3 Types of Peppers.

430 W. Lincoln
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Student arrested after he threatened to kill officer
By THERESA GAVLIN
and BRIAN HUCHEL
Staff writers
An Eastern student was arrested
by Campus Police Saturday morning on alcohol-related charges
after he allegedly screamed profanities and threatened to kill an
officer.
Frederick P. Dewald III, 19, of
274 Thomas Hall, was arrested by
police at 1:01 a.m. for illegal consumption of alcohol and resisting a
peace officer, a police report said.
Dewald, accompanied by two
friends, allegedly started screaming "F*** you, f*** you," when
approached by a campus police
office, the report said.
The friends cooperated with the
officer and showed their identifications, but Dewald kept on walking south, according to the police
report.
He then stumbled several times,
but continued walking despite the
officer asking him to cooperate.
When the officer grabbed
Dewald's right arm and advised
him he needed to provide an ID,
Dewald pulled away and said
"F*** you, I don't want to, Mr.
Silver Badge. I just want to go
home and go to sleep," the police

report said.
Dewald also made statements
during the incident, such as, "If I
had a gun like yours, I'd kill you,"
and "I'm not under arrest," the
report said. After Dewald made
the last statement, he was
informed he was then, in fact,
under arrest.
Dewald then reached for the
officer's badge, and the officer
grabbed Dewald's right hand and
wrist and put it in a "joint
lock/pain compliance" hold, but
released it after Dewald showed
no sign of cooperating or feeling
of pain, according to a police
report.
Dewald tripped and fell down
near a bike rack and was advised
to stay down by officers, but
repeatedly tried to get back on his
feet, the report said.
After being told several times to
stay down but not listening,
Dewald was forced down by campus police.
Dewald's friends told police he
had had too much to drink and
they were trying to take him to
Thomas Hall to put him to bed.
They refused to say what or how
much alcohol Dewald had drank
or where he had drank it, the
report said.

Dewald was combative until he
was placed in the squad car, the
report added.
In other Charleston and campus
police reports:
• Chad M. Campbell, 18, of
Carman Hall, will be charged with
illegal consumption of alcohol,
possession of an Illinois ID card
issued to another and possession
of a non-Illinois ID with a false
date of birth when he is released
from Sarah Bush Lincoln Health
Center, according to a campus
police report.
Campbell had vomited over a
wide area of the third floor of
Carman Hall's north tower and
had a "bowel movement" on the
floor of the bathroom, the report
said.
Campbell had two wallets in his
possession, the report said. One of
the wallets contained his Illinois
Driver's License, his Eastern ID
card and an Illinois ID card issued
to someone else.
The other wallet contained a
Michigan ID card with Campbell's

picture on it.
Campbell was extremely intoxicated, and repeatedly said his
name was Bob Smith, the police
report said.
Campbell was transported to
Sarah Bush Hospital's Emergency
Room by the Charleston Fire
Department for alcohol poisoning.
• David Anthony Salzman, 20,
was arrested by campus police at
3:35 a.m. Sunday on charges of
illegal consumption of alcohol,
theft under $300, trespassing and
making a false application for a
driver's license.
Martin John Carroll, 20, was
also rested by campus police on
charges of theft and illegal consumption of alcohol.
Salzman and Carroll, of 1627
Seventh St. #212, had attended a
party on Fourth Street, north of
Lincoln Avenue and were visiting
a friend when they got "stupid,"
picked up a barricade belonging to
Eastern and carried it across
Roosevelt Avenue, according to
the police report.
After being stopped, the police
fond out that Salzman had taken
his brother's birth certificate without his permission to the
Charleston Driver ' s Bureau on
Jan. 9 and was issued a driver 's

license with his brother's information but his picture on it, the report
said.
He had used the ID to gain
entrance into bars and to buy cases
of beer for his friends, the report
added.
Carroll and Salzman dropped
the barricade on the west side of
the University Court pool and then
split up to avoid the police.
Salzman ran around the east
side of the Yorkshire apartment
building and into a door on the
south side, according to the police
report. He thought was a hallway
door, but it was apartment #14.
When Salzman entered the
apartment, he encountered Sandra
Kelly, a resident, and said, "I have
to hide this," the report said.
Salzman's intent was to run
through the building and out the
other side, but when he realized he
had made a mistake, he decided to
hide the driver's license under a
chair.
Upon leaving the apartment,
Salzman was met by a campus
police officer.
Carroll ran around Lincolnshire
Apartments, and when he looked
behind him and saw a campus
police officer chasing him, he
decided to stop, according to the

Community, campus musicians to unite for performance
By REAGAN BRANHAM
Activities editor
Musicians from the Charleston and
campus community will play and learn
from one another Sunday when they perform in the Eastern Illinois University/Community Orchestra.
The orchestra is a combination of

musicians as young as junior high students and as old as retired community
members who still interested in playing
music, said Don C. Tracy, conductor of
the orchestra.
The group will perform for alumni
coming to Charleston for Homecoming at
3 p.m. in the Dvorak Concert Hall.
About one-third of the members are

community members, Tracy said. The rest
are students.
Getting musicians of different ages is
good way to learn from one another, said
Barbara Schlauch, a community member
in the orchestra.
"I personally enjoy very much sitting
next to a younger student" to learn things
about music and composers who are not

told to people who are not studying music
in class, Schlauch said.
The orchestra also gives Schlauch a
chance to play with a group when she
normally wouldn't be able to. "It's good
for us too because I wouldn't be able to
play because I'm not a professional," she
said.
Sunday's performance is the first of six
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Sandwiches
Hamburger........................................... $2.50
''Not too fu. not too lean. seasoned just fi!jlt'' ·makes for the besttlSting 1/3 b clwtroiled !:urger in tc>M1.

Ch icken .................................................. $3.25
Ughtly marinated, then chartlroiled with teryaki and salt-free seasoning. Tender and deiK:ious!

Tenderloin ........................................... $3.25
'kry k2n and dotble tenderized.. then charbroiled for a pori< tendertoin tim practically melts in your mouth.

Fish ............................................................ $2.50
Our fish is lightly breaded cod and deep fried in peanut oil. Try it with out fresh fried chips
for a real fish and chips experience.

Poppers .................................................. $2.50

Turkey Sandwich ............................ $3.25
Now here is turkey sandwich that you don't see everyday. Louis Rich breast of turkey
sliced thin, piled high and rolled into a burrito flour that is so easy to eat. Served hot or cold.

Swiss or American Cheese........................... .25
Grilled peppers and/or onions....................... .25
Double Meat .......•••........•••........••........•• $1.00
Cheddar Cheese Sauce............................... .25
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Mozzarella Sticks............................... $2.50
Yes, the classic ones. Served with a seasoned tomato sauce for the very "classic" appetizer.

Pizza Straws ........................................ $2.50

Add Something Extra

:~t

One 1-eif of a pepper swffed with cream d-eese and deep 1iied.

-

Thin pastry stuffed with pepperoni and cheese and rolled to just about the size of a fat straw.

for the snacks- 2 oz. serving.....•••...• 25ea
Sour Cream, Seasoned Tomato Sauce, Cheddar Cheese Sauce

Seasonings at no extra charge
•.·

409. Lincoln Ave • Charleston, II 61920 ...; ·
.217-345-4977
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•• _ Ketchup, A-1, Louisiana Hot Sauce
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Malt Vinegar, Parmesan Cheese, Creole Seasoning,
• ~-::
; ,._

·.·

Beverages
Soft Drinks - $1.00

.

Refills - .25

:1

~ t•~~~e, Sprite, Diet Coke, Iced Tea --~~.~
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SARAH WONG/Staff photographer

The royal treatment
Gina Zamboni, a senior speech communications major and member of Sigma Kappa sorority, and Arnold
Pulliam Jr., a junior theater arts major and representative of Black Greek Council and Black Student Union,
exchange smiles after being crowned Homecoming queen and king.

Homecoming events
CHET PIOTROWSKI/Staff photographer
will come to an end A proud panther
Billy Panther applauds as Homecoming attendants are announced at
with the football game the pep rally Thursday in the University Ballroom of the Martin Luther
Jr. University Union. From left to right: Arnold Pulliam, king
against the Illinois State King
and representative ofBSU and BGC; Darnell Bradley, freshman attenand representative of BSU and BGC; Shalanda Hedrick, freshRedbirds in O'Brien dant
man attendant and representative of BSU and BGC; and Yolanda
Vivian Williams, queen runner up and representative of BSU and BGC.
stadium at 2p.m.
Saturday

Watch
it wiggle ...
Reshecoa
Flanders,
a junior
accounting
major,
attempts
to drop some
gelatin into
a cup on the
head of
Herman Rogers,
a junior
undecided
major.

SARAH WONG\Staff photographer

... See it
splat
Flanders
misses the
cup and
Rogers gets
splattered
in the face
during
Fun and Games
Wednesday
the South quad.
JOHN COX/Photo editor

No half steppin'
Adam Johnson (left), Darvel Lewis and Marcus Pfizer of Phi Beta Sigma fraternity practice Monday
evening in McAfee Gymnasium for Friday's step show. The show, "Elevating Our Footsteps: This Is How We
Do It, " is sponsored by the Black Greek Council.
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Homecoming 1995 - A return to glory?
Panthers host Redbirds, eyeing first trip to playoffs since 1989
Dan Fields

Hey alumni,
your Panthers
have changed
For all of you alums that are
returning to Charleston this year,
you might notice that something
is different.
The new Schlotsky's Deli
store? Nope.
The old Panther Lounge turned
into a strip joint? Sorry. I'm talking about something that is even
more of a rarity in Panther country.
The Eastern football team has a
decent record this season. Not
only are they above the .500
mark, they may even have a shot
of going to the playoffs.
Hold on. You're probably
thinking that a .500 season and
going to the playoffs were not
supposed to be synonymous with
Panther football.
Well, you're right - until this
year.
Bringing you up to speed, for
those of you who still want to hop
on the bandwagon, the Eastern
football team has been on a tear,
starting the season off with a 6-1
record.
Yes, this is the same Panther
team that, before last year, had
not claimed a winning season
since the 80's.
To show you how long it's
been, this was the same decade
that brought you parachute pants,
the Rubik's Cube and the Chicago
Cubs actually winning a division
championship.
Yes, it's been that long.
But head coach Bob Spoo and
his coaching staff have well
enough reason to enjoy a season
in which they could finish with a
once unthinkable 10-1 record.
And for this year's Homecoming, Eastern is actually favored to
beat Illinois State, as the Redbirds
will carry a paltry 2-5 mark into
O'Brien Stadium for Saturday
afternoon's contest.
But don ' t tell Spoo that his
squad is favored to win.
"We've got our work cut out
for us against Illinois State," said
Spoo in his best Lou Holtz impression. "They ' ve got some good
football players."
Granted, the Redbirds are leading the Gateway Football Conference in pass defense and are second in total defense allowed. But
something must be wrong with a
team that has to win the rest of its
games to achieve a winning season.
Illinois State is last in the
Gateway in turnover margin - a
main reason the school has
dropped two three-point contests
to conference foes Southern
Illinois (14-11) and Western
Illinois (25-22).
"They've gotten themselves in
trouble because of that," said
Spoo in reference to the above
statistic.
But Spoo is trying to keep his
See

FIELDS page 2B

By DAN FIELDS
Associate sports editor
Last year's Homecoming found
the Panthers on the losing end of a
19-7 score to the University of
Northern Iowa.
The Panthers had a 2-3 record
going into that game. This year is
different.
Eastern carries a 6-1 mark and
No. 18 national ranking into
Saturday's 2 p.m. Homecoming
contest with Illinois State at
O'Brien Stadium. But head coach
Bob Spoo isn ' t taking the 2-5
Redbirds lightly.
"They're certainly coming in
here with what they perceive as an
opportunity to win this," Spoo
said. "They've got some weapons
there 's no question about that."
The "weapons" that Spoo refers
to are flankers Kyle Robinson and
Jarrett Jackson. "I know they've
got strength in their receivers, "
Spoo said of the Redbirds. "I
know they've got Robinson, and
those two receivers are well up

there in catching balls."
Spoo must know his statistics,
as Robinson and Jackson are third
and fourth in the Gateway
Football Conference in receiving
with 4.5 and 4.29 catches, respectively.
But Redbird coach Jim Heacock is in doubt of who will be his
quarterback to throw those passes
to his talented wide receivers.
Heacock has the option of choosing either current starter Bill
Hagman or Lester Anderson, the
signal caller at the beginning of
the season. Hagman relieved
Anderson's duties beginning with
the Southwest Missouri game and
has since started the last two
against Northern Iowa and Western Kentucky.
But Heacock hasn't seen either
outdoing the other, and explained
that both will probably appear in
the game.
"I'm not sure what's really
going on, (but) right now, we'll
play both of our quarterbacks,"
Heacock said. "Statistically,

they've both played an equal
amount of playing time (this season)."
But Heacock still believes his
team can capture a few victories
before the close of the season.
"We haven't played up to our
potential at this point in time,"
Heacock said. " We ' re just not
doing a good job in protecting the
football. (But) we do have a great
deal of confidence in our football
team. They're doing everything
we ask them to do. "
Eastern is coming off a 35-9
thrashing of Western Kentucky
Oct. 14 in Bowling Green, Ky.
And for one of the few times this
season, both the Panthers' running
and passing game were on track an aspect that Heacock hopes his
team can derail.
" They have a very balanced
attack, " Heacock said. "Coach
Spoo and his staff do a great job in
taking what is given to them.
(Quarterback) Pete (Mauch) does
a great job in finding the receivers
when he's in a bind."

No. 18 Eastern vs. Dlinois St.

(6-1, 1-1)

(2-5 , 1-2)

Kickoff- Saturday
• 2 p.m. at O'Brien Stadium
Radio
• WACF FM, 98.5- Paris
Last meeting
• Eastern defeated Illinois
State last year 16-13 m
Normal.
Inside the numbers
• Illinois State is 0-4-1 in its
last four trips to Charleston,
and the Panthers have won
11 of the last 17 series games.
Players to watch
• Redbird receivers Kyle
Robinson and Jarrett Jackson
are No. 3 and No. 4 respectively in the Gateway m
catches per game.

Panthers,
Redbirds
continue
old rivalry
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Sports editor

TETSUYA KIKUMASA/ Staff photographer
Seniors Willie High (from left) Chris Hicks and Pete Mauch make up the core of the football teams offense.
The three main offensive weapons are just a handful of the seniors who have helped Eastern to a 6-1 record
this season.

Senior players leading the way
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Sports editor
It 's a college football coach 's
dream.
A team not predicted to do too
much, surprises everyone with a
tremendous start to the season.
Everything clicks, everyone
knows the concept of "team" and
everyone is contributing.
And leading the way are the
seniors.
That is the case with this season 's Panther football team. Eastern was picked to finish fifth in
the Gateway Conference this season. Below Southwest Missouri

State, Western Illinois and Illinois
State which currently hold the
three bottom spots in the standings.
The Panthers, currently 6-1
overall and 1-1 in the Gateway
Conference, are steamrolling
through their schedule, and the
seniors have played a large part.
Leading the way is Mattoon
native Willie High who leads the
Gateway in rushing with an average of 137.7 yards per game. That
total ranks him eighth in Division
I-AA. High is also third in the
Gateway in scoring, two slots
behind Gateway points leader and
fellow senior teammate kicker

Steve Largent.
Also on the "offensive" are
quarterback Pete Mauch and fullback Chris Hicks. Mauch is
fourth in the Gateway individual
total offense, and Hicks is the No.
2 all-purpose runner on Eastern 's
team behind High.
Helping the offense move the
ball are a pair of linemen, center
Chris Anderson and tight end
Charlie Roche, who make up part
of the team (offensive line)
labeled the "hogs." Anderson has
twice been named Gateway lineman of the week, and Roche has
made a smooth switch from lineSee SENIORS page 2B

The Panthers vs. the Redbirds.
Th e Redbirds vs. th e Panthers.
Anyway you try to build it up, it's
been done before.
The Eastern Illinois/Illinois
State football rivalry is the oldest
in Panther history. In fact, the 84
games played between the two
clubs makes it the 14th longest
rivalry in Division I-AA history.
And since Saturday's contest is
Eastern's 79th Homecoming
game, it doesn't take a genius to
figure out these teams were playing each other even before the
Homecoming game had its debut
in Charleston.
E astern has won 34 of the
games in this series. Illinois State
has claimed 41 and nine have
ended in a tie. Although the
Redbirds hold the overall series
lead, the Panthers have won 11 of
the last 17 games.
Illinois State has been Eastern's
Homecoming opponent more than
any other school. The Panthers
are 9-6-5 vs. Illinois State in
Homecoming games. Four of the
ties were scoreless games.
The past three years, these two
teams have dueled to a 1-1-1
record against each other. Below
are the last three games.
• 1992 - Redbirds 48, Panthers 7. One of the most infamous games in recent memory
between these two clubs was in
1992 when the Panthers traveled
to Hancock Stadium for their
Gateway Conference opener
against the Redbirds.
See RIVALRY page 2B
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Are you hungry?
FEEL LIKE
MEXICAN?
How about a burrito?

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?
GRAB A BAMBA!
1415 Fourth St.
348-0911
Open 11 a.m. - after the
[
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frompagelB - - - - - - interceptions) and Matt Sweeney, and backup Pat
Langan.
Defensive back James Dorsey has been a fixture
in the Eastern secondary the past couple years.
Dorsey, who has two interceptions this season, is
joined by Terry Butler and Jason Calzadillas in the
secondary.
Defensive tackle Curtis Price, in his third season
as a starter, is the only senior on the defensive line.
The Panthers still have a good chance to make the
playoffs, but Spoo warns there is a lot of football
left to play, especially in the conference.

A Quality Collection of
Gifts and "Gatta Haves"
featuring:
Jewelry, antiques, vintage clothing,
gourmet goodies, kitchenware and cook
books, baskets, original art, pottery,
sculpture, iron works, & more!
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Thorne told The Daily Eastern
Illinois State bombarded ' '
Don't get me wrong, News after his final Homecoming
Eastern, giving the Panthers their
second worst defeat ever in
it's not a loss. But game that day. "Don ' t get me
wrong, it's not a loss. But when
Gateway play. The Redbird
when you have lost you have lost five games in a
offense racked up 505 yards of
total offense, including 15 5 five games in a row, a tie row, a tie doesn't cut it."
Eastern had the last chance to
yards on the ground from Toby
doesn't cut it."
put the winning score on the
Davis. Davis, who was the lead-Jeff Thorne, board. With 30 seconds left and
ing Gateway runner at the time,
also scored four touchdowns.
former Eastern the Panthers facing a fourth
But it was the Illinois State
down and six at the Illinois State
quarterback after 38 yard line, head coach Bob
defense which made the most
impact on Eastern, as three
a 17-17 tie against Spoo decided to go for the first
defenders gang-tackled Eastern
instead of the field goal.
Illinois State down
Thorne scrambled for three
quarterback Jeff Thorne to the
turf in the first quarter. Thorne,
yards, but it wasn't enough. The
game ended in a tie. Having
coming off a season in which he
finished as the No. 5 passer in Division I-AA, Steve Largent attempt a 55-yard field goal could
sprained his right shoulder on the play and head have been the right call, but the sophomore had
coach Bob Spoo had to go to his bench for a replace- missed a 32-yarder earlier in the game and that may
ment for Thorne.
have been the deciding factor not to try the kick.
Don't worry about this year Panther fans.
Spoo called on an untested redshirt freshman - by
Overtime has been established in I-AA football since
the name of Pete Mauch.
Mauch would finish 6-for-19 on the day for 143 that time.
yards and one touchdown pass.
• 1994 - Panthers 16, Redbirds 13. Last year's
In their next game, Mauch guided the Panthers to Eastern win was the second victory of what ended up
a 46-point outburst against Southern. But it wasn't being a four-game winning streak to end the season.
enough as Mauch's two-point conversion pass was
The Eastern defense held Redbird quarterback
broken up with 30 seconds left, giving Southern a Joel Bosman, then the No. 1 rated passer in the
4 7-46 victory.
Gateway, to just 13 of 27 passing for 96 yards on a
Not a tremendous beginning for Mauch, but his rainy day. The special teams also blocked a punt and
play was a sign of good things to come.
a field goal.
• 1993- Panthers 17, Redbirds 17. The proverThe Panther offense was held to just 41 total yards
bial "kissing your sister" contest was not what the in the first half. But senior tailback Willie High
Panthers ordered. Sure it was a huge improvement helped ignite the offense in the second half, gaining
on the 41-point drubbing from the year before, but 109 of his 133 yards after halftime.
Eastern entered this contest riding a five-game losing
After the game, a usually unemotional Spoo said it
streak and was looking for something more.
best.
"It's not a win, that is all that matters to me,"
"The kids just played their asses off," Spoo said.

FIELDS
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"BURRITOS AS BIG AS YOUR HEAD!"®

man to tight end. Roche has started at tight end
since fellow senior Rick Mullen went down with a
season ending injury in Eastern's first game this season.
Roche said the thought of reaching the playoffs
has not affected the Panthers' every day routine.
"Everyone is really (pumped) up, but we're just
taking it game by game and one week at a time,"
Roche said. "We just want to go 4-0 to end the season like we did last year."
The defense is led by a veteran linebacker corps,
including starters Tim Carver (1 00 total tackles, four

RIVALRY
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players from becoming too confident that they can take their
final four games of this season as
automatic victories.
When asked if his players
were being overconfident, Spoo
said: "I don't see much of that.
You would like to think they (the
players) are confident, but not

overconfident. That's what we
have to guard against."
But one thing that Spoo is
confident about is a good crowd
will come to O'Brien to cheer on
his team.
"We want to emphasize to the
crowd how important they are,"
said Spoo, who also added that

he "expects a great crowd."
If you're not too busy, or too
drunk, you may want to consider
stopping by the old football
field.
With a legitimate shot at the
post-season and a national title,
you may actually see history in
the making.

BROWSERS WELCOME!
706 - 708 Jackson Ave.,
Charleston, II
. . Tuesday - Friday 10 - 8
~ Saturday & Monday 10 - 5

~~--
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Sub : 2 Regulars

1 Any
I
I
I
L.

$199

Good Thru 11/22/95.
No coupon needed . Limit 4 offers.
Not valid with any other coupons, discounts, or promotional offers.

I
II

J.

$2

1

I
I
I
.J

Good Thru 11/22/95.
No coupon needed. Limit 4 offers.
Not valid With any other coupons. d1scounts, or promotional offers.

------ -----r------T------,

: Arby Q • Super :
I
II

L.

99¢ :I

Good Thru 11/22/95.
No coupon needed . Limit 4 offers.
Not valid with any other coupons. discounts, or promotional offers.

I

$169
Good Thru 11/22/95.
No coupon needed. Limit 4 offers.
Not valid with any other coupons,
discounts, or promotional offers .

-------------

I
II

.J

Try Arby's New Chicken Fingers!
Chicken Tenderloin Strips

ARBY'sDifferencef

TASTE THE
310 Lincoln Ave. • Charleston • 3485144

It Pays to Advertise in the
Daily Eastern News!
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Northern Iowa has
firm grip on Gateway's
automatic playoff bid
PAUL DEMPSEY
Sports editor

C, ·ar Pro£essionafs

345-4449
VISA

&(0.

HOMECOMING!

FREE JAZZ SHOW 4:30-7:30pm
Kitchen will be open 4:00-1 O:OOpm

SATURDAY: FRIENDS ANNUAL HOMECOMING BREAKFAST!
Scrambled eggs, Canadian bacon, and cheese sau~ served on a
biscuit w/ hash browns and a muffin ONLY ~300!
75

Team
Northern Iowa
Indiana State
Southern Illinois
EASTERN
Illinois State
Western Illinois
SW Missouri St.

Con f.
4-0
3-1
2-2
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4

All
5-2
6-2
4-4
6-1
2-5
3-4
2-6

Saturday's games
Illinois State at EASTERN
Northern Iowa at SW Missouri
Southern Ill. at Western Ill.
Indiana State at Youngstown St.

ernecks as of late. Western has
won 11 straight in the series, and
is 26-10-4 lifetime vs. Southern.
Indiana State at Youngstown
State - The Sycamores have the
unenviable task of facing the
two-time defending Division IAA Champion Penguins in a
must win situation.
Indiana State is 6-2 this year,
and a third loss would probably
kill the team's hopes of an atlarge bid to the playoffs.

Alumni, who was is that made you
look good at school?

I

FRIDAY:

Friends

FRIENDS BENEDICT- Served 7:30a.m- 11:00a.m

Although the Eastern football
team (6-1 overall , 1-1 in the
Gateway Conference) has played
just two conference games and
has four league contests remaining, its chances to win the conference' s automatic berth to the
Division I-AA tournament could
be crushed this weekend.
The Northern Iowa Purple
Panthers are 5-2 overall and
carry a 3-0 league mark into
their conference game at Southwest Missouri State Saturday. A
Northern Iowa victory would
give the Purple Panthers the
automatic bid, and would clinch
at least a tie for the Gateway
title.
Southern Illinois at Western
Illinois - The Salukis have been
a big surprise in the Gateway
this season with a 2-2 conference
mark and 4-4 record overall.
Last season, Southern was 0-6 in
league play and 1-10 overall.
Western was picked to fini sh
third in the conference in the
preseason poll, but has struggled
to a 1-3 Gateway mark (3-4
overall).
This series has been all Leath-
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*Friends famous Bloody Marys ONLY $2 !
Kitchen will be serving lunch & dinner 11:30a.m- lO:OOp.m
OPEN friday 4:00p.m OPEN 7:30a.m!

509 VanBuren

345-2380

steak Jor
A tot
ey
a little m.on
at ...
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Weekend Special
Friday - Saturday Sunday

12 oz.

PONDEROM a:::3ZYZ
g~

Choice of Potato
Grand Buffet &
Sundae Bar

224 Richmond Ave. E
Mattoon, IL

o~y $333

Open: Sun. - Thurs. I lam - 9pm
Fri. & Sat. llam- 10 pm

Dr. William Schubert- Ophthalmologist
Dr. Robert J. Blumthal- Optometrist
1605 Reynolds Drive, Charleston

~

348-0221

Your hair stylist away from home!

Largestfra~ne

selection in the
area including Calvin Klein &

~r~;~~J:.~~~t.~s
~d t~u..,. St~ ~.
on s.•th

Ar~nanrs.

/9-'(7

Free Vision Screening for All Students thru the
end of November. Please mention this ad when
calling for an appointment. With college I.D.
receive an additionallO% off all optical merchandise selections.

Welcome Back Alumni
Monday-Friday 6:30-5:30
Saturday 7-12

Conveniently located close to campus
Just around the curve on S. 4th St.

24
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HOURS

612 West I.JrKlOin A11e1111e - a..teston HOUR

OPEN

COKE

2LITERS
Expires 10/30/95

79¢

Welcome
Alumni
Come See What's New
In Charleston

(

IA.Rollerblade®
cannondBie

...·~-,~~~~~~~· ;:

B:i.cgcies

HANDMADE IN USA

345-1316

217 Lincoln Ave.
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Men harriers confident heading into Mid-Con finals
By DONNA RUF
Staff writer
With the conference championships upon them, the men's and
women's cross country teams are
well rested and ready to compete
at Youngstown State University
Saturday morning.
Both teams were idle the past
weekend, and coach John Mcinerney believes the runners have had
a chance to adequately rest some
aches and pains they have been
experiencing after their last competitive effort at the EIU Invitational two weeks ago.
"Two weeks ago was an important stepping stone for both our
teams, but we came back from
that meet a little sorer than I
hoped so a lot of healing has been
going on," Mcinerney said.
The men's team is going up
against some strong competition

•••

at this meet, and defendeverybody keeps doing
Teams to watch
their thing, we can
ing champions and conkeep that five-man gap
ference host Youngstown
close to a minute and
State is considered one
of the teams to beat,
then good things will
happen."
along with Western IlliSenior Rich Arsennois University and the
hault believes the team
University of Buffalo.
can win the champiMcinerney believes
Eastern Illinois
Youngstown State
this could be anyone's
onship as well. And
race, and knows his men
with this being his last
are ready for the chalyear, it's all the more
lenge.
important to him that
"This is the fun part of
the team reaches its
the season, where we get
goal.
an opportunity to com"We definitely are
going in there with the
pete with some pretty
competitive teams and
attitude that we can
Western Illinois
Buffalo
we're fresh and excited
win the meet, and we
mentally for the chalhaven't done that in the
cally, which Mcinerney believes
lenge," Mcinerney said.
three years since I've been here,
his men can do.
The men's team's goal for the
"We need our front guys to race so I would love for that to hapmeet is to win, but in order to as well as they usually do, and we pen," Arsenhault said.
Junior Rick Walden believes
achieve that goal, the team has to need a few guys in the back to
run well both mentally and physi- step up," Mcinerney said. "If good things can happen for the
L___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___J

•••

team as well, saying the experience will lead the way for the
team. A victory would also mean
revenge on last year's champion,
Youngstown State, which defeated Eastern and Buffalo to Walden's surprise.
"Last year we went in real confident and Youngstown snuck up
on us and beat us," Walden said.
"We didn't expect them to win so
it would be especially nice if we
could knock them off this year,
especially on their home course."
Eastern's men head into the
championships with an advantage, as defending Mid-Continent
champion Justin Weiss is ready to
defend his title and run a solid
team race.
He believes the team is really
excited but in order to win, "we
need to keep controlled for the
first half and keep the top five
group in contact." Weiss said.

Youthful women's squad shooting for high finish

By DONNA RUF
Staff writer

Teams to watch

The men's cross country team may be a
little more relaxed than the women are
about the Mid-Continent Conference
Championship, but with the enthusiasm
and dedication the women have expressed
throughout their season, there is little
need to worry about their success this
weekend.
Mcinerney has placed high expectations upon his youthful women's squad,
and believes "anyone of our top five runners could crack the top 10 overall,"
Mcinerney said.
"They just need to keep on racing the
solid way they have and we could do really well," Mcinerney added.
The women intend to go all out, and
are going to shoot for the No. 1 team the University of Buffalo. The Lady
Harriers believes if they shoot for number

Missouri-Kansas City

Youngstown State

Buffalo

Eastern Illinois

one, good things will happen. And if they
don't finish on top, they would like to
attain a top three finish overall.
Junior Carey Dunker believes that it's
not out of the question that the team can
win if everyone has good races, but she
also would be pleased with a top two or

Western Illinois

three finish as well.
Dunker has been the leader of this team
which is largely made up of freshmen.
And freshman Susan Langer appreciates
Dunker's efforts and her ability to motivate the team in trying to reach their
goals.

"We're going in pretty strong, and
Carey's got a real good attitude. She's
pushing us and really talking the team
up," Langer said. "She's a good team
leader, and has really helped us along this
season."
The women are emphasizing a minute
or less gap between their first five runners
across the line, and are also trying to get
as many girls in the top 10 as possible.
Sophomore Cristen Conrad believes this
is achievable, especially with the positive
attitude the team has displayed.
"We all really want to win but we have
to run our best races. But with everybody
being so psyched, who knows what will
happen," Conrad said.
This attitude should certainly help the
team execute its goals, and it's going to
need it with strong competition coming
from defending champions Buffalo and
challengers Western, Youngstown and the
University of Missouri at Kansas City.

Cardinals sale makes perfect sense to financial analyst
ST. LOUIS (AP) - A few years
ago, news that the St. Louis
Cardinals were being put on the
block would have horrified this
baseball city, which was once
even proud of the lowly St. Louis
Browns of the American League.
But last year's players' strike
and a string of lackluster seasons
seem to have taken their toll.
On Thursday, a day after

Anheuser-Busch said the Cardinals were a loser in its ledgers
and would be lopped from its
lineup, fans and financial analysts
alike seemed to understand even condone - the move.
"It makes sense," said Emanuel Goldman, an analyst with
Paine Webber, in evaluating the
brewery's announcement that it
would sell the Cardinals and the

company's Eagle Snacks division
in efforts to streamline its operations.
"They're positive moves," said
Goldman. "Anheuser-Busch is
basically a beer company, the
largest in the world. Eagle Snacks
did not work out. In the case of
baseball, your guess is as good as
mine on that one. I think they
concluded that they should have

things beer or related to beer and the theme parks. It's a good
move."
The team lost $12 million this
year, and Eagle Snacks is expected to lose $25 million. The brewery, which made a profit of $1
billion last year, just reported
record third-quarter sales and
earnings.
"As long as the team stays in

town, I guess there's no harm
done," said fan Andrew St.
Johnston, 53, as he sipped coffee
and read the headlines in his
morning newspaper. "The way
it's been packaged, I think the
chances of the team leaving St.
Louis are very slim. If the new
owners are more focused on
baseball, it might even be a good
thing."
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You WANT•••
We'll Make More!

EAT ALL
EVERYONE NEEDS
MORE MONEY!
Right?
SO ... vvhy not sell your
unvvanted items in
The Daily Eastern News
Classified Section!

11-4-95
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at participating Pizza Hut™ restaurants. Not valid in
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TETSUYA KIKUMASA/ Staff photographer
Freshman middle hitter Sherry Austin slams a spike past a pair of teammates during a practice at Lantz
Gym. The volleyball team hosts three matches this weekend- today vs. Northeastern Illinois at 7 p.m.,
Saturday at 5 p.m. against Valparaiso and Sunday vs. Chicago State at 1 p.m.

3 conference matches highlight
spikers' weekend schedule
By MATT ERICKSON
Staff writer
Head volleyball coach Betty
Ralston said that as a coach, she
can "never discount anybody."
Even teams like Northeastern
Illinois and Chicago State, not
to mention Valparaiso.
Northeastern and Chicago
State have a combined record of
1-45. And Northeastern (1-23)
has its only win against MidContinent Conference doormat
Chicago State (0-22).
But Ralston feels that,
although the Panthers have beaten both teams already this season, her team must focus on
playing strong against both
weak teams this weekend if it
hopes to beat conference leader

Valparaiso.
"We have to worry about
everybody," Ralston said Thursday. "Northeastern is small and
scrappy, and our focus has to be
on them first. After that, we can
look to the next game."
Eastern will take on all three
teams this weekend in Lantz
Gym. And picking up wins in
all three matches will be crucial
in the Eastern playoff picture.
Valparaiso leads the Mid-Con
with a 6-0 conference record.
The Panthers dropped three
straight games to the Lady
Crusaders on the road earlier
this year. So a win at home will
make a big difference in the
conference hunt.
"As long as we beat Valpo,
we're OK," Ralston said. "But

things get confusing if for some
reason we were to end up in a
three-way tie with Valpo and
Western Illinois. So we control
our own fate if we beat Valpo."
With a 12-12 overall record,
Eastern can again pull above the
.500 mark this weekend. But the
loss of outside hitter Jennifer
Damon may hurt Eastern.
"We're staying with the same
eight-person rotation," Ralston
said. "But if something were to
happen , we may have to do
some position changing."
"It's hard to count on the
freshmen because they have a
lack of playing time right now.
Right now, we need to pick up a
win Friday against Northeastern
and then refocus on beating
Valparaiso on Saturday."

Brewster's role increasing as senior
By MATT ERICKSON
Staff writer
For Heather Brewster, there is life outside of volleyball. But the senior, now in the final year of her career
at Eastern, says that one of the best decisions she has
made stems from coming to Eastern to play volleyball.
"This was a good decision for me," Brewster said
Thursday. "I wouldn't take this back for anything. I
love playing volleyball and I love this school. I have no
complaints at all about my time here."
Brewster came to Eastern from Wheaton St. Francis
High School, where she played on the school's Class A
state championship team in 1991, and was named to
the IHSA All-Tournament team that year. So reaching
such a pinnacle of success before even moving on to
college may have been a hindrance to her.
"I would say that high school is what I have the great
memories of," Brewster said. "But that's just because
each year in the (Mid-Continent) Conference tournament we've been upset. At St. Francis, we won the
state title. So it's hard to improve on that."
Improvement is one thing that Brewster seems to
thrive on. She is a health studies major with a 3.85
grade point average who is in the process of applying
for graduate school. And that doesn't scare her - it just
makes her a little nervous.
"I'm not nervous to go out into the real world, but I
guess I am a little nervous because I don't know what
I'll be doing at this time next year," Brewster said.
"But it will defmitely be sad leaving because these last
four years have just flown by."
Brewster has the type of personality that could be
viewed as being perfectionist. Tell that to her and she
blushes. She does, however, acknowledge that it is the
truth.
"I wouldn't say I'm a perfectionist... but yeah, I guess
I am a perfectionist," Brewster said with a smile. "But
it comes from being kind of uptight. I like to try and be
the best at everything I do."

Brewster is in the midst of the most playing time she
has ever seen at Eastern. And although her role consists
of being a starter at the beginning of
games and then coming off of the
bench, she says that she is satisfied
with the role she is playing.
"I played more in high school
than I do here," Brewster said. "But
this is the most I've played in the
four years I've been here, and I've
t
''f.
never really had a starting position
Heather
until
now. The role I play now is
Brewster
hard, having to come off the bench
and everyone on the court has to make adjustments, but
I'm happy with the role I have now."
One of only two seniors on the Eastern volleyball
team, Brewster could be looked at as a team leader. But
she said that she wants to lead by example.
"Going into this year, I wasn't sure I'd be playing
that much," Brewster said. "So I tried to be a leader in
practice. I'm a pretty vocal person and hopefully my
teammates think of me as a leader because of my experience."
But without question and regardless of her volleyball
career, Brewster knows she can look back on her playing career with good memories.
"I probably won't go into coaching or anything like
that, but I've never gotten burned out with volleyball
and I will defmitely miss playing," Brewster said. "It's
hard to think that this is the last year I'll get to have the
privilege of a coach telling me to do a sprint or something. I'll miss that."
Brewster, however, wants nothing less than to go out
with a bang. With a championship in high school, she
can think of nothing better than another title with
Eastern.
"Hopefully this year we'll make it into the tournament and we'll do well," Brewster said. "I want to
leave my career on a good note, and that all starts this
weekend with beating Valparaiso."
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Bulls sign
veteran
Edwards
DEERFIELD (AP) - The Chicago Bulls have added a center
old enough to remember disco
music , wear bell-bottoms and
know Kareem Abdul-Jabbar was
once Lew Alcindor.
James Edwards, who will be
40 on Nov. 22, signed a contract
Thursday with the NBA team.
"We are happy to have
Jimmy," said general manager
Jerry Krause. "He brings a wealth
of experience to our team."
Indeed. The 7-1, 252-pounder
has 18 years of NBA experience,
playing in a total of 1,104 games
with seven teams, averaging 13.0
points and 5.2 rebounds a game.
Edwards also was a member of
the Detroit Pistons ' championships in 1989 and 1990, the
same teams that had another
newly acquired Bull - Dennis
Rodman.
Edwards will back up centers
Luc Longley and Bill Wennington in what Krause has
dubbed "the three headed monster," replacing Will Perdue,
traded to San Antonio over the
summer for Rodman.
"We need to be solid at the
center position, and we're not
there yet," Michael Jordan said.
"I'm anxious to see how he
plays."
Edwards might see game
action in Friday night's exhibition against the Los Angeles
Clippers in Lincoln, Neb.
Edwards played for the Clippers
during the 1991-92 season.
Coach Phil Jackson joked
about Edwards' age after a brief
workout Wednesday. Asked how
the center looked, Jackson said,
"Old and slow." Jackson hopes
Edwards will be in good playing
shape by Nov. 3 when the Bulls
open the season against Charlotte.
Last season, Edwards played in
28 games for Portland, averaging
2.7 points, 1.5 rebounds and less
than 10 minutes a game. He went
without a point or rebound in
four minutes of his only playoff
game.
Ironically, Krause was a
Lakers official when Los Angeles
picked him in the third round of
the 1977 college draft. He didn't
last long with Lakers, being dealt
in December 1977 a four-player
deal that sent Indiana's Adrian
Dantley to Los Angeles.
His best years were his first
five in the league after playing
college and high school ball in
Seattle.
He averaged about 15.5 points
and grabbed 7.5 rebounds for Los
Angeles, Indiana and Cleveland
in those seasons.
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WELCOME BACK
ALUMNI & FRIENDS!
We Have A Complete Line of E.I.U
Clothing & Souvenirs ... Featuring
Champion Sportswear & Gear Apparel.
Complete Children's Department.
Sizes Infant Through Youth Large.

Open Late Saturday and Early
Sunday for Your Convenience!
1
Happy 21st B-Day
netty! Love the outfit. We love you,
your roomies

We're Both EIU
Alums & Parents ...
Ira E. Barrett I:Tr '70
Linda R. Barrett Ar~ '72
Nicole Barrett Ar~ '96
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+WE345-BUNS
DELIVER+
SAVE A LOT'SKI!
ORIGINAlsandwiches

LOCAlfavorites

The Original. .. . ...... . ...... . Sm $2.99
. ...... . .................... Reg $3.89
Deluxe Original .. .. ..... .. ... . Sm $3.69
. ..... .. ..... . ...... . ....... Reg $4.59
Ham & Cheese Original ..... . .. Sm $3.39
.. . . . ... .. .... ... .... ... ... . Reg $4.29
Smoked Turkey Original . ... . .. Sm $3.69
.... . ... .. .... ... .... ... ... . Reg $4.69
Large Original. .... .. ... . . . .... . . . $6.99
Other Large Sandwiches . ........ . $7.99

BLT .. .. ... . . . .... . . . .... . ... Sm
.. ..... . ......... . ...... . ... Reg
Classic Italian .... .. . .. .. .. ... Sm
.. ..... . ......... . ...... . ... Reg
Pastrami Reuben ..... .. ..... . Sm
.. .. .... ... ... ... .... ... .... Reg

LIGHT sandwiches
Smoked Turkey Breast . . . . .. .. Sm
.. . . . ... .. .... ... .... ... ... . Reg
Chicken Breast. .... . . . ... .. .. Sm
.. . . . ... .. .... ... .... ... ... . Reg
Dijon Chicken Breast. .... . .. .. Sm
.. . . . ... .. .... ... .... ... ... . Reg
The Vegetarian . ... .. ..... .. .. Sm
.. . . . .... . ...... . .. • ... . ... . Reg
Chicken Salad . . .... . . . .... . . . Sm
.. . . . .... . ...... . ...... . ... . Reg

$3.49
$4.39
$3.39
$4.29
$3.49
$4.39
$2.69
$3.39
$3.09
$3.99

DEll sandwiches

Turkey & Bacon Club . . ... .. .. . Sm
.. . . . ... .. .... ... .... ... ... . Reg
Roast Beef & Cheese ..... . ... . Sm
.. . . . ... .. .... ... .... ... ... . Reg
Hot Pastrami & Swiss on Rye .. Reg
............................ Reg

$3.79
$4.69
$3.79
$4.69
$3.59
$4.49

$2.99
$3.49
$3.49
$4.39
$3.69
$4.59

8" SOURDOUGH CRUST
oizzas
The Original Combination ......... $3.69
Double Cheese & Pepperoni ....... $3.49
Chicken & Pesto ................. $3.89
Vegetarian Special. ............... $3.49
Double Cheese Pizza . . ...... . .... $2.99
Four Cheese & Tomato .... . ...... . $3.69
Barbeque Chicken . ... . . . .... . . . .. $3.89
Onion & Mushroom ... . ...... . .... $3.29
Smoked Turkey & Jalapeno . .... . . . $3.89
Bacon, Tomato, & Mushroom . .. ... $3.49

SALADS
Smoked Turkey Chef....... .. •. .. . $3.79
Chicken Chef Salad .. ..... .. ..... . $3.79
Chef Salad .. ... .... .. ... • . .. ... . . $3.79
Caesar Salad . ... . . . ... .. ..... .. . $2.89
Tossed Salad . ... . . . ... .. ..... .. . $2.29
Side Salad .. ... .... .. ..... .. ... . . $1.49
Potato Salad, Cole Slaw .. . . . .•. . ... $.79

BAKED FRESH DAILY
Sourdough , Wheat, Dark Rye,
Jalapeno Cheese Buns

TODD REICHER/ Staff photographer
An Eastern soccer player moves the ball upfield in a game earlier this year. The women s soccer team closes
out its inagural season this weekend.

Women booters finish inagural
season with pair of road games
By JOSH HARBECK
Staff writer
While parades and other homecoming activities are going on this
weekend, Eastern's women's soccer
team will be ending its season at a
tournament at the University of
Kansas, where the Lady Panthers
will play the host Jayhawks today,
and the University of North Texas
Saturday.
Heading into the final week of
the season, the Lady Panthers have
the opportunity to come within one
game of their goal of a .500 season.
With wins in both games this weekend, Eastern will end the season at
9-10-1, which according to head
coach Steve Ballard, is an
admirable record for a first-year
program.
"A lot of first year programs
don't get off the ground," he said.
"I'm pleased with the year we've
had so far. We've had a good schedule."

The competition on that schedule
gets a little tougher with this weekend's games.
The Lady Panthers are riding a
two-game winning streak and have
won three of their last four games,
but their last two opponents had a
combined record of3-19.
This weekend's opponents are a
combined 13-13-1, and will be
more difficult to knock off.
This afternoon, the Lady Panthers
take on host Kansas. The Jayhawks
come into the contest with a record
of 1-1 in the Big Eight and 5-9
overall. Kansas is riding a twogame losing streak.
Offensively, the Jayhawks are led
by forward Denise Cooke, who has
12 points on five goals and two
assists. She also has three of
Kansas' five game-winning goals.
As a team, the Jayhawks have
been outscored by their opponents
38-16. Eleven of those 16 goals
have come in the second half of
games.

The Lady Panthers and the
Jayhawks have several common
opponents, including Big Eight
team Iowa State. Kansas defeated
the Cyclones 3-1, while Eastern
recorded a 4-0 victory.
Saturday's opponent, North
Texas, comes into the game with a
record of 8-4-1, and could prove to
be the Lady Panthers' toughest
opponent in several weeks.
Michelle Pratz leads the Mean
Green Eagles with 29 points on 12
goals and five assists.
Defensively, North Texas is giving up 1.93 goals per game, as goalkeeper Amy Smyser has made 92
saves on the season.
The Mean Green Eagles have
scored 42 goals on 265 shots this
season, for an average of three goals
per game.
Ballard said that wins and losses
are not the most important things
this weekend. "(I hope) that we can
play very good soccer and play consistently and at a high level," he

Hawks beat up on already thin
Leafs, but Toronto prevails 2-1
CHICAGO (AP) - Benoit Hogue and Todd Gill
scored first-period power-play goals and the Toronto
Maple Leafs held on to defeat the Chicago
Blackhawks 2-1 Thursday night.
The Maple Leafs, whose first three wins came
against teams with a combined 1-15-7 record, beat an
above-.500 team for the first time despite playing
shorthanded. Bill Berg left the game late in the first
period with a broken left leg, Mats Sundin is out with
a knee injury, and the NHL has suspended Tie Domi
and Darby Hendrickson.
It was the first meeting of the teams since
Chicago's seven-game playoff victory over Toronto
last May. The Blackhawks, who rallied after losing
the first two games of that series, displayed little
intensity or determination Thursday until the closing
moments.
Chicago, which managed only 11 shots on Felix

Potvin in the game's first 54 minutes, ruined Potvin's
shutout bid with 1:20 to play on Jeremy Roenick's
power-play goal. The Blackhawks received another
power play with 26 seconds left but couldn't get the
puck on net and finished with 19 shots.
Hogue's goal, at 13:27 of the first, gave Toronto a
1-0 lead.
Chicago's Joe Murphy couldn't clear the puck from
the slot and Zdenek Nedved poked it to Hogue, who
beat Ed Belfour.
With just 11 .3 seconds left in the period - and after
the Blackhawks had killed off all but one second of
Igor Ulanov's major penalty - Gill took Dave Ellett's
pass at the left point and slapped a shot over Belfour's
shoulder.
Jeff Hackett, who replaced Belfour in goal to start
the third period, kept Chicago in the game by stopping Hogue and Mike Gartner on breakaways.

II you've got a hearty
appetite, we've got a steak big
enough for you. Our big, juicy T-Bone
Steak, including the ever-changing Freshtastiks"'
Food Bar and your choice of potato at no extra cost.
Discover the Taste, Discover the Price, Discover what makes
BONANZA such a winner.

7

$ 99

~BONANZA.
~ •Chich.<Y>· .Saaj>od ·.Sai=i
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Get a 14" Thin Crust Pizza
with One Topping for just
$8.95 for a 16"
One Topping Pizza

$JtS
2nd One Topping
Pizza for just

ss

Good 7Days aWeek on Carry-Out & Delivery
throogh Dec. 3, 1995 at: Charleston • 909 18th Street

348-7515
Plc.1se present coupon when paying.
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5 softdough breadsticks with tomato sauce
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ASK ABOUT
PRIVATE PARTIES
AMATEUR DANCERS
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For Homecoming Weekend:

Bottles
Shot Specials

Forward Sean Johnson feeds the ball to a teammate during the Eastern mens soccer practice at Lakeside
Field. The men s team closes its home schedule on Sunday

Men booters close home schedule
By BRIAN LESTER
Staff writer

The season has come down to
a single weekend.
Eastern ( 4-11 overall, 2-5 in
the Mid-Continent Conference)
will close out its season this
weekend with games against Big
Ten foe Ohio State University
and Mid-Con rival Southern
Illinois University at Edwardsville.
The Panthers will play the
Buckeyes in Columbus today before ending the season with their
Homecoming game against SlUE
on Sunday.
And with this being the final
weekend of the year, head coach
Troy Fabiano is looking to end
the season with a strong finish.
"I would like to end the season
with two wins so that we can
build toward next season," Fabiano said. "I would also like to
see an overall improvement as a
team and see some improvement
in the players individually."
Junior midfielder Mark Valintis agrees with his coach.

"We know that we aren't playing for anything this weekend
since we are out of the playoffs,
but we still want to play hard and
have a little fun at the same
time," Valintis said.
The Buckeyes enter the game
with an overall record of 5-10-1
and are 1-4 in the Big Ten. But
the Buckeyes, who play in one of
the nation ' s strongest conferences, have played some tough
opponents including the nation's
eighth ranked team, the University of Wisconsin.
"Ohio State is a young team
but they do have some very talented players, including former
members of the under 17 national
team," Fabiano said. "So we are
expecting a very competitive
game."
Ohio State head coach Gary
Advedikian is also looking forward to a competitive game and
believes his team has the ability
to beat Eastern.
"Eastern has played an interesting schedule and it seems they
play well on the road," Advedikian said. "If we stick with our

game plan though , we have a
good chance of winning this
weekend."
In Sunday's game, the
Panthers will take on SlUE at
home. The Cougars are 3-11
overall and 2-4 in the Mid-Con.
SlUE is also on a two-game winning streak, knocking off conference rivals UMKC and Qunicy.
Fabiano isn't expecting an easy
game, though.
"We can't expect to win without playing hard," Fabiano said.
"And even though we know we
can beat this team , I feel this
game is going to be a test for the
players to see how much they
have matured during the season."
SlUE head coach Ed Huenke is
also expecting a good game
against Eastern, as he is taking a
different approach to Sunday's
contest.
"We haven't really focused on
Eastern this week, but I know
that we would like to finish the
season on a high note," Huenke
said. "Basically, we are going to
be experimenting with different
players and just go out there and

Bottles

Tuesday Night Halloween Bash!!

Sunday Brunch:
llam-2pm
Hours:
Sunday-Thursday
llam-8 :30pm
Friday & Saturday
llam-9pm
RR 1 Box 67

casey, IL 62420

Gary and Diane Richards

Enjoy dining in an
authentic restored
country bam.
Good Luck Panthers!
For reservations & directions, give us a call at

932-5300

•
10
All Haircuts

$9 (reg $1100)

All Formal Hairstyles

$16 (and under)

Call for an Ap_p_ointment!

:348-4269

Located 3 Blocks East of Old Main
Offer expires November 30th.
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Coaches say their programs not
hurting from original Title IX cuts
By CHAD MERDA
Staff writer

Despite last year's Title IX fiasco, with the men's swimming and
wrestling teams, it has not affected the teams negatively this year,
wrestling coach Ralph McCausland and swimming coach Ray
Padavon said.
Title IX is a federal law which
is a gender equality regulation. It
states that schools have to come
as close as possible to equal
spending between men's and
women's sports. There is also a
rule which states that the spending
ratio must reflect the student body.
Eastern was in violation of this
rule, since 54 percent of the student body is female , but men's
sports received 75 percent of the
available funds. The U.S. Department of Education Office for Civil
Rights randomly picked Eastern
for an investigation, and found
them to be in violation.
As a result, the athletic department had to find a remedy to the
situation to try to even out the
spending. Women's soccer was
added for this year, but spending
was still heavily in favor of the
men.
Adding other women's sports
was not an option, so the only

thing that could
be done was to
cut wrestling and
men's swimming
after their respective 1994-95 seasons. This decision was made at
Ray
the end of SepPadovan
tember of 1994.
"I don ' t know
everything involved," swimming
coach Ray Padovan said. "I can't
say it was right, wrong or indifferent."
Padovan doesn't think last
year's problem has had a negative
effect on this year's team. The
swimmers had to wait and see if
the program would be reinstated
for this year. During last year,
many thought about transferring,
but when the program was reinstated in March, they decided to
stay.
On the other hand, the possibility of not having a swim program
this year did pose a problem when
trying to recruit people.
"Some people that we talked to
early planned on coming here but
ended up going somewhere else,"
Padovan said. "We were able to
pick up a couple of freshmen that
helped us, so it wasn't a total disaster."

Wrestling coach
Ralph McCausland doesn't think
the possibility of
not having a team
this year posed a
significant problem in recruiting
Ralph
freshmen for this
McCausland year. There were
17 wrestlers returning, and with only 22 positions
on the team, not so much recruiting could be done.
But, possible recruits were still
cautious of making a commitment
to Eastern. "The parents wanted to
know what would happen this
year, because it is rare for a program to be reinstated," McCausland said.
Both teams have forgotten or
are trying to forget about all of
last year's turmoil because of Title
IX.
"We've forgot about it. There
has been no mention of it and the
biggest thing is that the program
has been reinstated," Padovan
said.
Although the programs have
been reinstated, the future is still a
bit uncertain. "We try to put it
aside, but we'll never know until
things are resolved," McCausland
said.
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ESSEN, Germany (AP) Andre Agassi re-injured a chest
muscle at the Eurocard Open on
Thursday, forcing a layoff that
could cost him his world No. 1
ranking.
Agassi said the injury, which
hit him at the Davis Cup semifinal against Sweden a month
ago, flared up again while he
was serving in the first set
against fellow American MaliVai Washington, who went on to
win the match 4-6, 6-1, 6-1.
Agassi, playing in his first
tournament since that Davis Cup
match, withdrew from a doubles
scheduled later and said he will
be treated with ultra-sound, antiinflammatories and ice.
"I'll fly back to Las Vegas
and first play again at the world
championship in Frankfurt,"
Agassi said.
The ATP Tour World Championship in Frankfurt will be
held Nov.
14-19. The layoff means
Agassi is likely to lose his top
ranking to rival Pete Sampras
who is only 282 points behind.

there because of a guy named
Michael Jordan," Hill said. "I think
what you're going to see is Michael
Jordan on a mission this year to
prove he's the best. " He was far
less than the best last season.
After coming out of retirement,
playing with what he calls "baseball muscles" from his flirtation
with that sport, Jordan shot only 41
percent in 17 regular-season games.
Then, in the six-game playoff loss
to Orlando, Jordan's mistakes contributed to repeated fourth-quarter
collapses.
Even switching back to No. 23
after beginning his comeback wearing 45 didn't help.
"I expected too much from
myself after being away for so
long," said Jordan, who has asked
that his retired number be removed
from the United Center rafters.
"Looking back, maybe those
expectations were unrealistic."
What about now? Is it realistic for
anyone to think the 32-year-old
Jordan can again be basketball's
singular, supreme force? Is it realistic to think he can lead the Bulls to
their fourth NBA championship of
the 1990s? "Believe what you
believe," Jordan said, a coy smile
crossing his lips.
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Come join the men
of Delta Sigma Phi for

BRATFEST ' 9 5
BKVlbE2l a 2
Oct. 28 from 4 to 8 p.m.

AT SPIKES SPORTS
SALOON
fOR TICKETS AND INFO CALL KEVIN
AT
OR

$4 in advance $5 at the door

It Pays to Advertise in the
Daily Eastern News!
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Agassi hurt Jordan ready to get back
at match in to a full hoops season
Germany
CHICAGO (AP) -There will be
no speculation, no number change,
no fax stating, "I'm back." This
time, Michael Jordan's only statement will come on the basketball
court.
For the guy with the baggy
Chicago Bulls shorts, the No. 23
jersey, the shaved top and the protruding tongue, it's simply time to
go to work.
In his 21 months away from the
game he loves, Jordan lost his topdog status to the likes of Shaquille
O'Neal and Hakeem Olajuwon.
He's anxious to reclaim his position
atop the basketball world.
"I can't make that judgment.
'Reclaim' is put upon by the people
observing talent," said Jordan, who
on Friday will be playing in his first
season opener since 1992. "All I
can do is play the type of basketball
that I played two years ago and let
you make that choice.
"It's a personal motivation. It's a
pride thing. I want to be on top.
Once this season gets started, people are going to decide if I should
be there or if I've lost something."
Orlando coach Brian Hill said
Olajuwon might be the NBA's best
player.
"But you have to put an asterisk

Seven deadly sins.
Seven ways to die.lRl _
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Indians solve Maddux, beat Braves 5-4 to force Game 6
CLEVELAND (AP) - This
could be the start of the ultimate
comeback.
Ore) Hershiser and the Cleveland Indians, just one game
away from losing the World
Series, beat Greg Maddux and
the Atlanta Braves 5-4 Thursday
night, cutting their deficit to 3-2.
Albert Belle's two-run homer
in the first inning - plus a brushback to Eddie Murray that led to
a rare, bench-clearing incident in
the Series - energized Cleveland
early.
The Indians, who made a habit
of rousing rallies all year, went
on to beat the best pitcher in
baseball, sending the Series back
to Atlanta. Maddux stopped
Cleveland on two hits in the
opener, but Hershiser outpitched
the three-time Cy Young winner
this time, allowing five hits and
two runs in eight innings.
"It was an unbelievable
game," Hershiser said.

The Braves
play,"' Herstill have two
shiser said.
more chances
Jim Thome,
to win their
who singled in
first title since
the go-ahead
moving to Atrun m the
lanta. Game 6
sixth, hit a
will be Satsolo homer in
urday night,
1995 World Series (best-of-seven)
the eighth for
with Dennis Game1-Braves3,Indians2- OrelHershiserloseslsteverWorld
a 5 _2 lead.
M art i n e z
Series game.
Ryan Klesko
starting for Game 2- Braves 4, Indians 3 - Javier Lopez's two-run homer, pickoff
homered for
the Indians
playdecidegame.
the
third
against Game Game 3- Indians 7, Braves 6- Eddie Murray singles home winning run.
straight day _
a two-run shot
2 winner Tom Game 4 - Braves 5, Indians 2 -Atlanta pushes Cleveland to brink of
elimination.
off Jose Mesa
Glavine.
"We've got Game 5 - Indians 5, Braves 4 -Indians solve Atlanta's Maddux.
with two outs
in the ninth.
to go back Game6-ClevelandatAtlanta, 6:27p.m.*
and win one Game 7- Cleveland at Atlanta, 6:27p.m. *
Mesa earned
ballgame," *lfnecessary
the save by
Braves man- ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' striking out
ager Bobby Cox said.
score 4-2, atoning for two shaky Mark Lemke, ending the fourth
Hershiser, who walked one plays by spearing Marquis one-run game of the Series.
and struck out six, is 8-1 lifetime Grissom's liner and doubling off
Maddux set a major-league
in postseason, four wins coming Mike Mordecai at first base.
record this season, extending his
this year. He made the play of
"I was yelling at myself, streak to 18 straight road wins.
Maddux, signed by the Braves
the game in the eighth with the 'Finally, finally, you can make a

last year to help bring them the
championship they've chased
without success, clearly was not
as sharp from the start.
He walked the second batter
of the game, Omar Vizquel, after
walking no one in the opener.
With two outs, Belle homered
into the Atlanta bullpen in right
field for the second straight day.
That brought up Murray and
on an 0-1 pitch, Maddux, known
for having the best control in the
majors, knocked him back with a
high-and-tight fastball.
Murray took a couple of steps
out toward Maddux and pointed
at him as plate umpire Frank
Pulli got between them. Both
benches and bullpens then emptied, though no punches were
thrown.
"I think it fired us up," Thome
said. "I think it fired up the
crowd." Such confrontations
hardly ever happen in the Series

Chin music from Maddux was perfect spark for slumping Indians
CLEVELAND (AP) - The Cleveland
Indians needed a jolt, and Greg Maddux
gave them one - high and tight.
The Indians, enraged that Maddux
threw a fastball past Eddie Murray's head
in the first inning, beat baseball's best
pitcher and the Atlanta Braves 5-4
Thursday night, cutting the World Series
deficit to 3-2.
Orel Hershiser saved the season for the
Indians by pitching eight strong innings.
But it was Maddux's brushback and the
rare bench-clearing incident that followed
that really may have done it.
"I think the little deal with Eddie got us
fired up," said Jim Thome, who hit a goahead single and a home run.
One pitch after Albert Belle hit a tworun homer, Maddux, the three-time Cy

Young winner with perhaps the best control in the game, knocked back Murray.
Murray took a few steps toward the
mound and pointed at Maddux as plate
umpire Frank Pulli ran to get between
them. Still, the benches and bullpens emptied.
"I was just trying to throw a good cutter
in. I was hoping he would swing at it,"
Maddux said. "He didn't like it.
"It's a big game, emotions are just a little higher in the World Series," he said.
"I've got a lot of respect for Eddie
Murray. He never gives you any reason to
throw at him." Whatever, it worked - for
the Indians. Instead of Maddux closing
out championship, Cleveland, which was
hitting just .190 in the Series, came back.
"I guess that got a lot of the guys fired

up," leadoff man Kenny Lofton said. "It
sure got Thome fired up. He hit that ball
about 500 feet.
"We had a sense that it was on purpose," he said. "We hadn't seen him
throw a ball anything like that." Maddux
won the opener with a two-hitter in which
he didn't walk anyone. Didn't come close
to anyone, either.
"He wasn't trying to hit Eddie Murray,"
Braves catcher Charlie O'Brien said.
"After the pitch, I just reassured him we
weren't trying to hit him." During the
fray, Thome stalked around the mound,
while Hershiser briefly spoke to Maddux.
"That was unusual, talking to the
opposing starting pitcher in the game," he
said. "It was like, 'I just talked to Greg.
He just knocked Eddie down."' Such con-

frontations hardly ever happen in the
Series. There was a much-publicized incident involving Ducky Medwick of the St.
Louis Cardinals and Detroit third baseman
Marvin Owen in 1934, and Joe DiMaggio
of the Yankees nearly got into a fight with
Brooklyn pitcher Whit Wyatt in 1941.
Hershiser, who lost Game 1, outpitched
Maddux this time, allowing five hits and
two runs.
The Braves still have two more chances
to win their first title since moving to
Atlanta. Game 6 will be Saturday night,
with Dennis Martinez starting for the
Indians against Game 2 winner Tom
Glavin e.
"We've got to go back and win one
ballgame," Braves manager Bobby Cox
said.

Bears hope Kramer can continue Bears rolling, Vikes slumping
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - For months the
Chicago Bears studied every move Erik
Kramer made. They charted every pass,
scrutinized every read, noted every decision.
They did the same for Steve Walsh,
starting in minicamp and continuing
through the last days of the preseason. But
to Bears fans, Walsh was the golden boy,
the one who seemed invincible for so long
last season, the one who led the Bears to
the playoffs.
Kramer was the overpaid, overrated mistake.
So the competition for the starting job

weighed even more heavily on Kramer
than Walsh, and Dave Wannstedt thinks
that is a big reason Kramer has emerged as
one of the NFL's hottest passers.
"That was a real grind for all of us,"
Wannstedt said of the preseason quarterback competition. "We documented everything that he did, every throw that he made.
Who caught the ball. Who he threw to.
"That's an awful lot of pressure. And for
him to come out of that and have some success, I think that really built his confidence." Named the opening-day starter just
two days before the final exhibition game,
Kramer began the season with an impres-

sive performance against the Minnesota
Vikings. He threw for 262 yards and three
touchdowns in a 31-14 victory, and has
gone on to become the league's third-rated
quarterback, with 16 touchdowns and only
four interceptions.
On Monday night, he will lead the NFL's
highest-scoring team into the Metrodome
for a rematch with the Vikings, who are
struggling to keep their playoff hopes intact
and are among the league's worst teams at
stopping the pass.
It could be another big night for Kramer
as he continues to silence those who said
he never would live up to the three-year,

$8.1 million contract he signed after leaving Detroit as a free agent in 1994.
"I try not to play my game in order to
prove anybody wrong," Kramer said. "I try
to play my game trying to focus on what I
can do to get the job done." Kramer's
poised play is the biggest reason the Bears
(5-2) are tied for first with Green Bay in
the NFC Central. He has been helped
tremendously by a breakout year for
receiver Curtis Conway, who has eight TD
catches and is averaging 19.1 yards a catch.
On the other side, Jeff Graham has caught
35 passes, and the offensive line has given
up a league-low four sacks.

Showalter quits as Yankee skipper Source says Johnson
to manage Orioles

CLEVELAND (AP)- Buck Showalter didn't
give New York Yankees owner George Steinbrenner a chance to fire him.
Unlike so many Yankee managers before him,
Showalter left on his own terms. He called
Steinbrenner on Thursday, saying he will not return
to the team next season.
He rejected what the Yankees said was a twoyear, $1.05 million contract. The Yankees called the
parting "amicable." Showalter's employment
record is remarkable, having worked the longest
uninterrupted stretch of any of the 12 previous managers since Steinbrenner bought the team in 1973.
Showalter lasted four seasons, with his contract
to expire Oct.
31. He met twice this week with Steinbrenner to
discuss an extension.
The Yankees announced their split with
Showalter an hour before Game 5 of the World
Series. Major league baseball asks teams to refrain
from announcing personnel moves on game days of
the World Series. In this case, Steinbrenner had permission from acting commissioner Bud Selig.
Steinbrenner said he attempted to get Showalter
to meet with him to discuss two issues - length of
contract and coaching staff.

Yankees officials, speaking on condition they not
be identified, have said the owner wanted to fire at
least two coaches, including first base coach Brian
Butterfield.
Steinbrenner said Showalter was satisfied with
the contract offer, even "flattered" by it. The owner
also said he offered to give the manager the right to
select his coaching staff "almost in total," and to
discuss the possibility oflengthening his contract.
According to the owner, Showalter said he
"didn't want to get into a negotiating thing." "We
tried but we were unable to dissuade Buck,"
Steinbrenner said. "I have nothing but praise for
Buck and the job he did for us and I told him I am
very upset by his leaving. I wish Buck and his fine
little family nothing but the best. There will be no
criticism in any way from me." Showalter's service
is the longest uninterrupted stretch for a Yankees
manager since Ralph Houk's seven straight seasons
(1967-73).
He had the Yankees in first place in 1994 before
the strike ended the season. This year, the team
qualified for the American League playoffs as a
wild card and was eliminated in five games by
Seattle after winning the first two games in the bestof-5 playoff.

BALTIMORE (AP) - The
Baltimore Orioles will give
Davey Johnson a three-year contract to become the team's next
manager, a National League
source told The (Baltimore) Sun.
A team source told The
Associated Press today a decision
on Johnson's hiring will not be
announced until next week.
Johnson has been assembling a
coaching staff for next year which
includes a handful of his old
Orioles teammates such as Pat
Dobson and Andy Etchebarren,
The Sun reported in today's editions.
Dobson, 53, is the strong frontrunner to be hired as pitching
coach, according to the newspaper. He pitched two years for the
Orioles and has worked as an
advance scout for the Colorado
Rockies for the past three years.

Etchebarren, 52, is a manager
in the Orioles minor league system. He spent most of his 15-year
major league career with the
Orioles.
Johnson is expected to ask permission to interview San Diego
Padres hitting coach Merv
Rettenmund.
If permission is denied, then
Mike Easler, already signed by
the Orioles to be a minor-league
hitting instructor, will be
Johnson's pitching coach, The
Sun said.
The Orioles' managing job
opened when Phil Regan was
fired earlier this month.
There is also an opening on the
club for general manager, to
replace Roland Hemond. Pat
Gillick of the Toronto Blue Jays
told the Toronto Sun he turned
down an offer ofthejob.

The Black Greek
Council is sponsoring its
annual Homecoming Step
Show, and members of the different fraternities and sororities
say they are excited about the competition.
The step show will be performed for the
,.
89th consecutive year at 8 p.m. in McAfee
Gymnasium tonight. Admission for members of
BGC, Intrafraternity Council and National Panhellenic
Council is $3; admission for all others is $5 in advance and
$8 at the door. Tickets are available at the Box Office in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Stepping is a tradition that black fraternities and sororities have participated in across the nation.
"Stepping is an art and a tradition," said Ceci Brinker, assistant director of
student activities. "Members of the black greek-lettered organizations take a
great deal of pride in their performances."
Members of BGC compete against one another for first place spots in fraternity and
sorority divisions. The participants, who are judged by faculty, staff and students, win
monetary prizes as well as the honor and respect for their hard work.
Many of the organizations have been practicing since August, and most groups have
been rehearsing for about three hours each night.
Performances of each organization are secretive and private. Only the participants know
See STEP page 2

Members of Sigma Gamma Rho sorority practice
for Saturday's Homecoming Step Show. Eastern's
black greek organizations will take part in
this annual contest.

Inside:
More Homecoming
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Music Review of
Green Day's new
album 'Insomniac'.
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about costumes, props and steps
until they actually perform during opening night.
The BGC step show offers a
glimpse of what the black greeklettered organizations are all
about, said Bryan Cannon, president of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity.
The step show consists of synchronized dance performances
and step routines. The competitors use music, props and costumes to enhance their presentations.
"(The step show) brings excitement and entertainment to the
Homecoming festivities and it
enhances the weekend,"
Cannon said.
Members of the different fraternities and sororities agree that
the step show is unique compared to other traditional
Homecoming events such as the
parade and the football game.
"It's totally different. The only
thing I can associate (the step
show) with is air band and it's
way better," said Secret Stone,
vice-president of Zeta Phi Beta
sorority. "It ends Homecoming
week nicely."
In the past, the annual step
show has drawn crowds of
about 600 people and during

Homecoming season the BGC
receives support from alumni,
Brinker said.
"The step show promotes
unity among minorities on campus," said La'Tonya Green, president of Sigma Gamma Rho
sorority. "It shows that Eastern
cares about the minorities."
Aside from unity among
minorities, the step show also
promotes unity among members
within the BGC. Despite the
intense competition between
organizations, members support
and encourage one another
without the sense of rivalry.
"There's a lot of competition
involved but it's also fun," Stone
said. "It's not a cut-throat thing."
Members of BGC would agree
that preparing for the tradition
of stepping involves strenuous
exercise, both mentally and
physically.
Darvel Lewis, campus relations chairperson for Phi Beta
Sigma fraternity, said the nine
steppers in his organization prepared mentally before anything
else.
He said that in order to be in
synch with one another physically, the mental togetherness had
to come first.
Cannon said the five steppers

in his organization also spend
time together before the performance in order to achieve the
right frame of mind.
"(The step show) is a rush,
you're adrenaline is pumping. It's
like a football game or a basketball game because you already
know what you can do, but you
have to be prepared mentally so
you don't screw up," Tate said.
Participants feel that this tradition of doing the step show
changes a little bit every year.
Some organizations incorporate
different steps, costumes and
props while others simply
include new members.
Each of the organizations' performers get nervous before the
performance , but enjoys the
friendly competition among
members of BGC.
"All of the sororities and fraternities work hard ," Tate said .
"(Winning the competition) is not
to brag; it's more like a personal
vendetta."
Lewis agreed that bragging
rights definitely come after the
winner of the step show is
announced.
'There's a little tension, but
you do your best and it's a great
feeling ," Green added. "You support each other."
Crystal Hill
(left) and Toni
Green lead
the rest of the
Sigma Gamma Rho sorority during
step
show
practice Wednesday night
in McAfee
Gymnasium.
JOHN COX
Photo editor
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University Theatre
presents

Friday
• Tarble Arts Center will present the Folk Arts of
Mexico from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mexican festival
masks, painting of saints, small religious charms
and wood carvings from Southern Illinois
University-Edwardsville University will make up the
exhibition. Tarble will also feature the 1995 Art
Faculty Exhibition.
• "And They Dance Real Slow in Jackson" will
be performed at 8 p.m. in the Studio Theatre at
the Doudna Fine Arts Center. The play will also be
performed at 8 p.m . Saturday and at 2 p.m.
Sunday.
• The Jayme Bernard Quintet, a jazz group, will
perform from 4:30 to 7:30p.m. at Friends & Co.,
509 Van Buren Ave.
Saturday
• Friends & Co. will have a homecoming breakfast from 7:30 to 10 a.m. Lunch will be served
after 11:30 a.m.
• The Homecoming parade will begin at 9:30

a.m. at Seventh Street and Lincoln Avenue.
Members of the class of 1945 will have special
reserved seating at the corner of Seventh and
Lincoln.
• Department representatives will talk with alumni about Eastern from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the
Campus Pond.
• The Foreign Language department will offer a
tour of the foreign language lab and an open house
after the Homecoming parade.
• The Homecoming game will begin at 2 p.m.
at O'Brien Stadium.
• The comedian Carrot Top will perform at 8
p.m. in McAfee Gymnasium.
Sunday
• The EIU Alumni Association Brunch will take
place at the Worthington Inn, 920 Lincoln Ave.
There will be a brunch prior to the Annual
Meeting/Quarterly Board of Directors Meeting at
11 a.m. The cost is $12. Call the Alumni Office at
1-800-ALUM-EIU for reservations.
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And They
Dance
Real Slow
in Jackson
by Jim Leonard, Jr.
Directed by C.P. Blanchette
8:00 pm • October 26, 27, 28
2:00 pm • October 29
in the Studio Theatre
Doudna Fine Arts Center
$8 for Adults
$6 for Senior Citizens & Faculty/Staff
$3.50 for EIU Students
Call 581-3110 for
Reservations & Ticket Information
Monday through Friday, 1 - 5 pm and one
hour before every performance.
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Singer Smooth blends R&B, hip hop
By Keith 0. Weatherspoon
Who is Smooth? That's what
everyone 's asking after seeing the
seductive advertisement University
Board placed in Tuesday 's newspaper.
"Is she a stripper? " asked one
Eastern student after seeing the ad .
No, she is an R&B singer/rapper
who will be performing Saturday in
the Grand Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union .
From Los Angeles, Smooth is a
seductress with hip hop flavor who
has released two albums . Her first
album , "You 've Been Played, " featured the hit single by the same name
that , with the sexy video , propelled

her into the public eye .
Her second effort, the self-titled
"Smooth," has already had two hit
singles , "Mind Blowin " and
"Summertime, " to
beat the sophomore jinx.
Smooth ,
who wrote all
the lyrics on both
albums ,
said,
according to the press
release, "I wanted to try
something different and express my
sexual side creatively. This album has
a whole other side of me that I didn't
display on the last one. "
"I like a couple of her songs, " said

Tiffany Thomas , a junior health
administration major. "I think she'll be
a pretty good performer. They ' ve
(UB) given enough publicity for the
concert. "
Many students
have mixed reviews on the
performer but
want to go to
the concert and show
their support for the UB ' s effort in
bringing entertainment to Eastern that
is minority-oriented.
"I only know one of her songs but
since this is probably one of the better
concerts for black people to go to I'm
going ," said Stacey Fisher, a freshman

family services major.
Elesia Martin, a sophomore
accounting major, said, "I really don't
care much for her but I think it's good
that the university is trying to give us
some form of entertainment. "
Smooth ' s blend of hip hop and
R&B should give her a wide variety of
fans from the music spectrum.
"I don't want to do anything like
anyone else, " Smooth said. "I use my
own creative outlet to do my music. "
"She 's a great person ' cause she
blends hip-hop and R&B and she has
the ability to appeal to two crowds, "
said Terrence Dyson, a senior sociology major. "To top it off, she looks
great. "

Green Day's 'Insomniac' full of Gen-X angst
By Matt Erickson
Green Day burst onto the
mainstream music scene last
year with its major label
debut, "Dookie, " the punk
group's third album . That disc
put the trio in the national
spotlight and punk rock had
made its official comeback.
With the release of
"Insomniac " last week , the
20-somethings from Berkeley, Calif., prove that the
success
that
followed
"Dookie " was not a flash in
the pan.
"Insomniac " presents the
same style as the previous
album - in-your-face power
chords and gut-wrenching
vocals. The band wasted no
time in returning to the studio
to record, and the result is
like "Dookie Part Two ."

Although not as strong of
an overall album as "Dookie ,"
this latest effort from frontman and guitarist Billie Joe,
bassist Mike Dirnt and drummer Tre Cool proves the band
still has what it takes to create a grindingly powerful
punk sound.
"Armatage Shanks" is the
album's opening track, and it
may as well have been on
"Dookie " because the styles
are equivalent. The similarity
between "Shanks" and many
"Dookie " tracks is intentional.
Why fix what isn't broken?
"Brat " seems more of a
Menendez Brothers theme
song: ''I'll just wait for Mom
and Dad to die/ And get my
inheritance, " Billie Joe sings.
Another of "Brat 's" memorable lines: "''m a snot nosed
slob/ Without a job."

So these guys likely don 't
have incredibly great lyric
writing skills . But it matters
not. Billie Joe could throw in
the lyrics "Winning bingo at
the Moose Lodge is my goal
in life" and it would go unnoticed. It 's his style that makes
Green Day such a raw band
to listen to.
Billie gets a 4 .5 for lyric
writing , but he makes up for
it in the style category with a
10. Thankfully , we don 't have
a swimsuit competition.
The one potential downfall
of "Insomniac " is that the
album clocks in at 32 minutes
and 58 seconds - pretty short
for 14 tracks. But it goes
without saying that the ferocity of most of the two to three
minute songs speaks for
themselves.
"Geek Stink Breath" is the

first single to be
released
from
"Insomniac " and
has created somewhat of a stir with
its video. The
video depicts a
graphic tooth excavation in a dentist's
office , right down
to the roots. That
is
appropriate
because
Green
Day's music is kind
of like that - no
jerking around .
Billie Joe and
his boys get right to the point
and sort of grab you by the
boo-boo, so to speak.
"Insomniac " is all about
the angst of Generation X,
although that term is becoming overused. Billie Joe flushes out all the anger from his

system and listeners will likely
do the same. Even though it
is only about half an hour
long, "Insomniac " is a tour
through what good punk rock
was meant to be .
No rules, no holds barred .
Pure torture .
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On the VERGE of the Weekend

Comedian Carrot Top to perform Eastern play to feature
By Katie Vana
ting antics and improving his rep- when he was a student at Rorida
utation as one of the top enter- Atlantic University where he
former 'Days' actress
His trademark red hair and tainers in his field. His style of graduated with a marketing
outrageous style has made the
comedian Carrot Top a household name across the map.
Now the popular comic brings
his travel trunks to McAfee
Gymnasium at 8 p.m. Saturday
to perform for Homecoming
weekend.
"He's performed at Eastern
twice, and both performances
sold out," said Dan Estby, adviser
to the University Board comedy
committee.
"Students have been asking to
bring him back, and it was difficult to get him to come and perform. We've been working on it
since the summer, " Estby said.
The comedian has circled the
country delivering his side-split-

wacky outfits and creative props
have placed Carrot Top beyond
the reach of other comedians.
The 1994 American Comedy
Award for Best Male Stand-up,
the 1993 National Association of
Campus Activities "Entertainer of
the Year" and "Comedian of the
Year" are a few of Carrot Top's
achievements over the past few
years.
Carrot Top's show is unique
because he uses numerous props
to emphasize his jokes .
Examples include a baseball
glove with a pacifier for striking
baseball players and slippers with
bumpers for those nighttime
excursions.
Carrot Top 's career began

degree. He was honored at the
1992 National Association of
Campus Activities National
Convention in Dallas for setting
an all time record by contracting
174 college dates at one time.
Best known for his act as "the
Wendy 's girl ," Carrot Top
launched his television career by
appearing on Fox's Comic Strip
Live. He has also performed on
Regis and Kathie Lee, Politically
Incorrect, Fox's Sunday comics,
Comedy Club All-Stars, MTV's
Half Hour Comedy Hour and
Spring Break Special as well as
being a regular on The Tonight
Show. He has also been featured
in Rolling Stone and People
magazine.

Rave to be held at Springhaven Saturday
The production team of Reginald Colvin and
Jeremy Lawrence are bringing acid house music to
Charleston once again.
After a successful Charity Music Festival, which
featured several alternative bands as well as house
music deejays, the duo brings the rave party back
starting at 10 p.m . Saturday at Springhaven
Campgrounds, located four miles east of
Charleston on Illinois 16.
"Trip or Treat" was named by Lawrence's room-

mate, D .J . Squints, one of the featured deejays,
because of his penchant for acid house music. The
show will feature six other deejays from the
Champaign and Chicago area.
"The deejays will be playing until the last person
stops dancing," said Lawrence.
The cost is $5. Buses will provide rides to
Springhaven from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m. and then pick
up people from 5 a.m. to 7 a.m. The buses will
depart from Lantz Gym's Lot E.

100% Quality Satisfaction
Guaranteed
FRITO LAY

We Will Not Be
Undersold!
Guaranteed Best Price!

NABISCO

COCA COLA & ALL AVAILABLE

ALL VARIETIES

COCA COLA
PRODUCTS

PREGO SPAGHETTI
SAUCE

200Z.
PKG.

CREATE-A-MEAL

Coke, Pepsi, RC

Cash Station now
available at
Eastside and
Westside Locations

271

GREEN GIANT

The play, directed by C.P Blanchette, will be performed at
8 p.m. Oct . 26-28 and at 2 p.m . Oct. 29 in the Studio
Theatre at the Doudna Fine Arts Center. Admission is $3.50
for students, $6 for senior citizens, faculty and staff, and $8
for adults. For more information, call 581-3110.

Prices Effective
Friday, October 27 thru
Thursday, November 2, 1995

(140Z.)RUFFLES OR
OREO COOKIES
(9oz.) DORITOS CHIPS
BAG

If you became a fan of Lori Lesmeister when she performed
on "Days Of Our Lives," now is your chance to see her perform
in "And They Dance Real Slow In Jackson."
Lesmeister grew up doing children's theater in Minnesota, and
from there she moved to Los Angeles, spending five years doing
television, movies and soap operas.
She arrived in Charleston in August and got the lead role "by
auditioning like everyone else," she said.
"And They Dance Real Slow in Jackson" is the life story of a
girl in a wheelchair. The author, Jim Leonard, Jr., wrote the play
to inform each and everyone one of us that we all have our own
handicaps and in some way are ostracized, Lesmeister said.
"The play takes place in a small fictional town in Indiana," said
Lesmeister, who plays Elizabeth Willow, the main character who
is confined to a wheelchair. "It's the story of a young handicapped girl who is ostracized by the residents of her town. "
The play opens in the present before Elizabeth begins to have
flashbacks. Something in her past has traumatized her handicap
even more, and she has not spoken a word in six years. The plot
of the play revolves around trying to figure out what the trauma
is.
"It's an interesting role for me," said Lesmeister. "When I first
got the wheelchair, I practiced using it around campus and I realized how limited access is. It's a whole other world. "

When We
Say
We Ad
Match
Competitors
Ads
WE DO IT!!!

Walker's
@ HOUR WESTSIDE SUPER SA@

By Lisa Koenig

MINUTE MAID

~
LIMIT
TWO

24 PK.
CANS

ORIG., THIN, OR LIGHT

ORANGE JUICE TOMBSTONE PIZZA

7
280Z.
JAR

TOTINO'S
PIZZA

¢
12 IN.
SIZE

12 OZ. CAN

TOTINO'S

MAMA'S

HEARTY POCKETS

CREME COOKIES

9.50Z.
PKG.

HI-C FRUIT
DRINK

15 OZ.
PKG.

10 PACK
PKG .

11 OZ.
PKG .
FRANCO AMERICAN

SPAGHETTIO'S
WI MEATBALLS
15 OZ.
CAN

·Open 24 Hours • Money Orders-39¢ • Food Stamps Accepted • Postage Stamps •Lotto • Coupons Accepted • Xerox Service • All Stores Now Accept ATM Debit Cards

SUPER FOODS
200 WESTERN AVE. - MATTOON

WESTSIDE SUPER SAVER
1460 E. STREET- CHARLESTON

HOMECOMING WEEKEND
AT

•A•LO

1400 East Lincoln • Charleston
5 Blocks East of Old Main
Open 8am-8pm-7days a week

.· .·.

Make Winning an Eastern Tradition ., ·, ~~·\ :.·<i.,:.·i"~ \:.1:' ~~<1-;.;: ; .,
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Announcements

$1000 FUNDRAISER fraternities ,
sororities & student organization.
You 've seen credit card fundraisers before, but you 've never seen
the VISA fundraiser that pays
$5.00 per application. Call Donna
at 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.
Qualified callers receive a FREE
camera.
11/1

WAITRESS WANTED part time ,
apply in person after 4 PM ,
Pagliai 's Pizza , 1600 Lincoln ,
Charleston.
10/27
,-LA~D=Y~S"'E'""Eco-Ko-=S:-M~A,-L=-E/=F=E~MA L Eoccasional furniture moving/light
housekeeping , Apt. Own transportation. 348-1550, Free hours.
10/27

SELECTION , REASONABLE
RATES! GRAND BALL COSTUMES 345-2617
10/31

Amateur nights this weekend.
Come to Panthers Friday night 9
pm .
10/27
"'••"'•F=R=E-:::E-:T"'R"'I"'P:-:::S:-&:::--:C::-A:-:S"'H...,.!=*** Find
out how hundreds of students are
already earning FREE TRIPS
and LOTS OF CASH with
America's #1 Spring Break company! Sell only 15 trips and travel
free! Choose Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan , or Florida! CALL NOW!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT
TRAVEL (800) 95-BREAK!
~7';::::~,.-;:-:-==c---:-:----1 0/30
HELP WANTED . Hong Kong
House . 1505 18th St. Apply in
Person.
11/2
H~E,-L~P...,.W""A7:-:N""T:;:::E-=D:-:-=o:-J:-w--:-:-ith,--m usic
wanted for Panthers and Spring
Haven. Call 348-0288.
10/27
7
"$4
0""',""o"'o:;;-ot;,.-Y;-;:R::--;-;IN7c=o~M"'E=--p--,-otentia 1.
Home typists/PC users. Toll Free
1-800-898-9778 Ext. T-2262 for
listings.
_________________ 10/27

NEEDED MALE SUBLESSOR for
Spring semester. Own room in
University Court. Clean place ,
good roommates. Must be an
OFF-CAMPUS Student. For more
info. call581-8124
10/27
N~E~E~D,-;-:M:-:A-:-L-=E~R-=O:-::O::cMc-::7M:-7:AT E to
share a 2 bedroom furnished
apartment at McArthur Manor.
Telephone 345-2231 .
12/8

'94 HYUNDAI EXCEL , 16,000
miles, still under warranty, 5 spd ,
AM/FM cassette $7 ,500 o .b.o
must sell 235-0443 or 258-8976
~=-cc-c::c-~c-o------,--,---1 0/27
ALPINE 3339 graphic equalizer
$250. 348-1698. Ask for Brian.
10/27
:-:Mc;;-A-:::C:-;L--:C""'I"'"'II""""8::::R:-:A-:-M-:c-:-12;:::0"'"H-;-;D:o-;-;Monitor,
CD Rom , Ink Jet Printer, Software
1 YOA like new- 932-4767
10/27

HORSE BOARDING ONLY 1 1/2
MILES SW FROM CAMPUS
PHONE 345-6453 OR 348-8774
12/11
D;:::-;I""D--,-Y;::O:-:-U:-:K-;;:N-:-::O::;-W;-:-:-;Y::::O,.-,U-::C,.-;A7;N SHIP
A PACKAGE , PROCESS FILM ,
ORDER BALLOONS, CASH A
CHECK , BUY COOL EIU
CLOTHES , AND GET STAMPS
ALL AT TOKENS? OPEN EVERYDAY IN UNIVERSITY VILLAGE.
11/3

ROOM furnished for price of
unfurnished! Spring semester
water, trash included. 345-7176
10/27
2::-:-M-:cAc-::L-::E:--:::O-=RccF=:E=:Mc-::A7c-LE=-:-N.,--e-eded to
sublease nice apartment close to
campus. Water included , across
from campus. Call Andy or John
348-5598
11/4

TK080 Amp Korg G3FX Cheap
348-8128
10/27

$500 IN 5 DAYS-GREEKS ,
GROUPS , CLUBS, MOTIVATED
INDIVIDUALS. FAST, EASY-NO
FINANCIAL
OBLIGATION.
(800)862-1982 EXT. 33
=.,---;:::=-::::---;-;----;-----::--11/2
GOLFERS: Meadowview Golf
Course Special. $2.00 off on
every nine holes played (with student id). Call 258-7888 for teetimes.
11/1
H:-:-O=:cR=-S=-:E~B::cA:-:C:-:-K-:-=R~I
Dc:-:1N-:cG::---:A=T-=RI LEY
CREEK STABLES 348-1424.
Hayrides and bonfire area. Make
Reservations now for Parents
Weekend.
~~~~~=-c~-:::::----:-1 0/27
ALPHA PHI , SIGMA PI , ALPHA
PHI , SIGMA PI, ALPHA PHI ,
SIGMA PI
10/27

SIG PI 'S A-PHI 'S, SIG PI'S APHI ' S, SIG PI 'S A-PHI 'S, SIG
PI 'S A-PHI 'S, SIG PI 'S A-PHI 'S!
10/27
A.,.-;-;LP""H""'A,-P""H'""I:-:A,.-;N-:-::D::-S""I"'G:-:-M::-::A-;P"'I : Let's
keep up our spirit through out the
weekend! Go parade and the
game!
~-.,---~-.,---~=--:~-=-=c-o1 0/27
ASA , LCA AND INSPECTOR
GADGET SAY GO-GO EIU PANTHERS WIN HOMECOMING
::-=-=--~~::-cc,..--;-;---1 0/27
AST'S and DX 'S- Let's get fired
up for Homecoming weekend!
AST. ..DX ... GO EIU
10/27
=FR=-E=E=--=F""IN""'A:-:-N.,-,C:-:-IA""'L,.-..,.-A-:-::1D:-:-!--=oo-ver $6
Billion in private sector grants &
scholarships is now available. All
students are eligible regardless of
grades , income, or parent 's
income. Let us help. Call Student
Financial Services: 1-800-2636495 ext. F57381
11/8
S""I""G,--;=E"'P""S_a_n--:d--:D""E"'L""'T""A-Z=E""T=As ..
Pomp, Pomp, Pomp!!! All week 6
pm to?
10/27
=s""lG:-E"'P;::-,-;:D::-;:E:-:::E:-:Z"'E=-::E=-,-::S""IG:::-:::E""P, DEE
ZEE , SIG EP, DEE ZEE, SIG EP,
DEE ZEE, SIG EP, DEE ZEE
10/27
""TH'""E;::--;:;PA~I"""N""TE""D:::--;-LA"""D"'I-:::E--""'67.10::-6.th St.
Charleston 217-348-8821 Susan
B ri s to 1- Bus hwa eke r-J ose ph
Ribkoff-Piatinum-Sharon YoungMichael Simon-Anne Klein-Jones
Sport-Pendleton-Many More
11/3
A:-:T;::;T:-:::E:-:-N;-:;:T::-:10::-::N-;-;::F""R..,..,AT""E~R::-::N"'"'I~T""I
ES &
SORORITIES: Springhaven is
available 7 days/week for private
parties, functions. 348-0288
_________________ 11/6

C~O~S~T~U~M7.E~-=R~E~N~T~A~L--H~UGE

~D~U7
1~R~E~M7.E~D~I~A7
L~E~D~U~C7
ATION

CLASSES-Hope counseling is
now offering DUI Remedial
Education Classes for teens and
adults. For more information call
(217) 345-2436 or (217) 3477907.
11/8

Help Wanted
$331.00. Sell 72 college T-shirtsprofit $331.00. Risk free. Choose
from 27 designs, or design own.
Free catalog 1-800-700-4822.
10/27
~N~A=T~IO~N~A~L~P~A~R~K~S~H~I=RING-

Seasonal & full-time employment
available at National Parks ,
Forests & Wildlife Preserves .
Benefits + bonuses! Call: 1-206545-4804 ext. N57382
11/10
F;::-A;-;S::-::T;:-;=F~U-:-:N-;:;D~R~A-:-:1S~E~R~---;::::RA IS E
$500 IN 5 DAYS-GREEKS,
GROUPS, CLUBS , MOTIVATED
INDIVIDUALS. FAST, EASY-NO
FINANCIAL
OBLIGATION
(800)862-1982 EXT.33
11/2
C~R~U~I~S~E~S~H~I~PS~N~O~W~H~IR~ING-

Earn up to $2,000+/month working on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies. World travel (Hawaii,
Mexico , the Caribbean , etc .).
Seasonal and full-time employment available. No experience
necessary. For more information
call1-206-634-0468 ext. C57381
11110
7
S~P~R~IN
G~--------~B~REAK-

Nassau/Paradise Island , Cancun
and Jamaica FROM $299.00. Air,
Hotel, Transfers, Parties, and
More! Organize a small group
and earn a FREE trip plus commissions! Call1-800-822-0321.
10/31
=FR~E~E~T~RA7.V~E~L~!~s-=p-=R~IN~G~B.REAK

'96! Party in Jamaica , Cancun ,
Bahamas, Florida, Padre. Lowest
Prices. Organize group travel
Free! Free information 1-800426-7710
12/6
~$~C~R~U~I~S~E~S~H~I-=P~S~H~I~RING!

Students needed! $$$+Free
Travel (Caribbean , Europe ,
Hawaii!) Seasonal/Permanent ,
No exper. Necessary. Guide 919929-4398 ext C1038
_________________ 11/14

=To=PLc-:E::-:S:-::S,--;:;DA~Nc=ER=-S~W;-;cAc-::NTED.

Roommates
FEMALE ROOMMATE to share 1
bedroom starting in January.
Great location. Right across from
campus. Reasonable Rent. Call
345-4019 if interested.
10/26

Sublessors
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
for spring semester to share
recently remodeled 2 bedroom
apt. Own spacious room , large
kitchen and bath. Call Janice
345-2161
10/27
=s:-;U-;:;B-;-L-;:;E~S""'S~O:-;::R~N;-;:E:-;:E:-;:D::-;E::-;D:o- Nice
apartment, close to campus , own
room. Only $175/month. Call 3456590.
~=---::-c~-=:-:::-=-::c-::::--:----:;1 0/27
NEED SUBLESSOR for Spring
and Summer 96. Newly remodeled ,
excellent location. Call 345-4294
10/27
=TW:-:-:-::O:-=F=E::-::M:-:-A-;-L=E-:S~U7.B::cL-::E~S:-::SORS

NEEDED for Spring '96. For more
info Call 345-4544. Anytime .
11/10
7

F~E=M:-::-:-A L-=E:-S~U~B.,--L=E~S-;;:S~O:-;::R~needed

for Spring 96 or ASAP. Close to
campus. Own Room. For more
information call Kim 345-7508
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/17

S~U-;:;B~L=EA7-;:;S-;:::E~C7
L~E~A7
N~2~-BED-

S;;o;U;-;-;:;B;--,LE""S""S;;o;O=R~N-;-;E=-;E=-;D""'E=-;D~fo-r-spring

semester '96. Own room , close to
campus , super clean. Call 3456000 for details.
_________________ 11/9

For Rent
COSTUMES FOR RENT. 15
rooms , Displayed , 1406 1/2
Broadway, Mattoon , II 61938.
235-4844.
10/31
7
W:-:-:-::O'"'M"""E=N::-:-:O"'N:-:-:-:LY
--=R:-o_o_m_s--:f,-or Rent
Furnished and utilities inc. 1 block
from union. Spring semester
avail. $220.00 mo. Tanya - 3455692 Pat Novak (708) 789-3772
11/2
2=---=B"'E:-::D:-::R=-0~0-:-M.,...--=F-:-cU=R~N~I=sH ED
APARTMENT AVAILABLE for
Spring. Located on the square.
Water, heat , & trash included .
348-0349
10/27
A-;,..--;-H.,-,O"""'U-,;S""'E~F""'O"'R,..,R"'"E""N'""T~.'$=425 per
month . Very close to campus .
Call: 348-0927 Fran Rowles
10/27
3=--=-B=E=o-=Rc-:Oc-0=-M~~H~O~U..,.-S=-=-E F 0 R
SPRING ' 96. Hardwood floor.
Washer/Dryer. Beautiful! $210 a
month. Call Jacqueline 348-8637.
10/28
s=E=R=I-=o~u=s:-s=T=U-:-:D=I=E=S-:S::-::E=-:oCO N D
SEMESTER? One room apt. with
Kitchenette & bath . All new Decor
& appliances . C21 Wood, Jim
Wood , 345-4489
12/11

~IB~A:-:N~E~Z--:E=X~37~0~G=-u--:i.,--ta-r~Peavy

7
7
~D-;:;O~Y
0~U--:L~I~K=E--:M~U
S~I-=C~THAT

SOUNDS GREAT? I've got
woofers , a box, an amplifier, and
6x9's. All in great condition. Call
Andy for details at 2837 or 3306.
10/31
7
19::-:8:-:8:-=G::-M:-:C;:--;:S:--:-:15;:-:;::S::-ie-r-ra-=E-:-xtended
Cab. Black , Auto. 3.5 Liter V6.
Excellent Condition. $5,900 o.b.o.
235-2489.
11/3
·u--,""'s"'E"'D,----;:C"'D""''""'S--:T""h,-e-a-re-a--:,-s--,1-argest
selection
of used
CO 's ,
cassette's, concert T-shirts , and
video games. We buy, sell , and
trade. Music Exchange 512 N.
19th st. Mattoon 234-3668
~c;-;::;;c;-::;-;-;;-;;---:c-;--;;-;;-;::--12/11
TANDY 3100 with 390 monitor
300 Dot matrix printer Call after 6
pm $1200 345-2170
,-;;-;;c~=-;--,;-;--;::;-;;-,-;-;;--;--o=:o-;--;-11/1
'88 CHEVY CAVALIER , blue 4
door, Cd player, automatic, ale ,
cruise , $2,900 235-0443
11/1
7
A~LP~I~N=E~78::-::0:-::7,-,-;:;D-;:;E~TA
C~H7
ABLE

FACE CD-PLAYER. 30Wx4, Dual
Pre-out. Still in box. $400 OBO.
Call Drue at 5595. Leave
Message.

F~A~S~T~~F~U~N~D~R~A~I~S~E~R~-R~AISE

H~Eco-Y~A,-L=P~H..,.-A~S-A~N~D~L~A~MBDA

CHIS Congrats on a week well
done' Now the pay off comes
~~=-~~~-=c=-=-1 0/27
A-PHI 'S AND SIG PI 'S Congrats
on fun games. Keep up the spirit!
10/27
""'S.,--ig_m_a---;:P""'i_a_n_d;--;-A71p-,h-a---;::;Pc-h-:-iwould
like to wish everyone good luck
during Homecoming weekend!
_________________ 10/27

.~:-:::-;-;-;-~:::--::=----::-~-11/3

YAMAHA 500. Excellent condition
must seii348-1291-Cheap, Leave
Message
________________ 11/3

Lost &Found

For Sale

LOST: MARVIN THE MARTIAN
watch on Sun Oct.22. If found
please call Tara at 348-8485.
REWARD
10/30
=FO~U"""N-;:;D----;P""'R""'E~S:o:C::-:R:oci=PT I 0 N
GLASSES . At 3rd and Lincoln .
Identify to claim at Harrisons
Cyclery. 345-4223
10/30

PANASONIC 300 , ten games
valued at $1100, sell for $400.
581-3657
11/1
1:;-;9:;-;8'"""6,...-;-:Y,.-;:A-ccM;-;A-;-H;-;A-----;oF'""A-=;Z""E-;:;R- 7 0 0
22 ,XXX mi. Call 581-2031 $1 ,600
10/27
L:-o=FT=s=--=F""IT=-B~O::::-;-LS""T""E""R"'"S:::-w"""'ill deliver leave message 581-3460
_________________ 11/1

book . If found , please call
Katherine at 581-5752.
.-:;:-::=--::-::~:-c-c,..---:-,.-:----;-;-11/31
LOST 3.5 "black disk with white
label titled "Julie" Student services computer lab 10/25 3:45 pm
Reward 345-8651
77---:.,.---------:----;--;:;-;;----;-1 0/31
Advertise you lost & found in the
Daily Eastern News Classifieds.
________________ .HA-00

,-Lo=-s=T~sc=-H~o=-o=-:-L-=P=s~y=-c~Ho=LoGY

CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP Worship service. Oct. 29 10:30
am. Christian Campus House.
MUSLIM STUDENTS ASSOC. meeting. Today 12:15 pm. AfroAmerican Cultural Center
E.A.R.T.H. CLUB Trash Walk. Oct. 29 2pm. Library Quad.
ACEI, SCEC, JR. HIGH MAJORS, SIG RHO Veggie tray fro 2pm.
Oct. 28. 10am-2pm. Campus Pond.
CARROT TOP SECURITY Oct. 28, 8pm . McAfee Gym . Be there by
6pm.
BSU Photo. Oct. 29 6pm. Union in front of bookstore. ALL MEMBERS!
KAPPA ALPHA PSI After stepshow Nupe Jam . Oct. 27 Kappa House.
WESLEY FOUNDATION "Bonding" Video. Tonite 7pm.
WESLEY FOUNDATION Lighthouse. Tonite 9pm. Basement of W.F.
MINORITY AFFAIRS Single Parent Support Group. Oct. 28, 1pm. Afro
American Cultural Center.
BGC Stepshow. Tonite 8pm. McAfee Gym. Doors open at 7pm.
BSU After jam following Smooth Concert. University Ballroom starting
at 11:30 pm.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN . Clips may be
edited for available space.
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I FRIDAY
P.M.

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

WTW0-2

WCIA·3

WAND·?, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16, 9C

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox-8 55

DSC-33

WEIU-9 51

TBS-18

News
NBC News

News
Inside Edition

News
Wheel of Fortune

SportsCenter

Wings
Wings

Family Matters
Newhart

MacNeil, Lehrer

Commish

Roseanne
Simpsons

Beyond 2000
Next Step

Carmen Sandiego
Bill Nye

Funniest Home ...
Funniest Home ...

wnee1 or ~ortune
Inside Edition

uweeos
Bonnie Hunt

~amny Matters
Boy Meets World

Muraer, ::;ne vvrote

Hercules

Washington Week
Wall St. Week

Intimate Portrait

Goose bumps

America's
Great Volcanos

Center Street
Big Changes .. .

Movie: The Lost
Boys

IVIUVI~.

1\~lld.

Challengers '96

Movie: Manhunt

X-files

Beyond 2000

Bonanza

Star Trek: The
Next Generation
America's Most...
Cops

Rivals!

News
MCLaughlin Group
Sneak Previews
Movie

-•c•~" -~,c~>

UII>UIV. IVIY>L

"'~~- uy "'~~

Mr. Cooper

"'

""~"

~.

NHL Hockey
IVII!!IIlY uuc•>

"IVVdY>

at Blues

VVdiiiUI

Princess

Of\/Of\

David Frost
n,

David L. (10:35)

Nighttine(1 0:35)

II",

Movie

Being Served?
Movie

Simon & Simon

Unsotv. Myst.

Next Step
Beyond 2000

!SATURDAY
P.M.

6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

OCTOBER2BI

WTW0-2

WCIA·3

WAND·?, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16, 9C

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox-8, 55

DSC-33

WEIU-9, 51

TBS-18

News
NBC News

News
MASH

News
Wheel of Fortune

Scoreboard
College Football:

Movie: Child's
Play 2

Instant Riches
Skilling/Alaska

Lawrence Welk

Movie
can't

Roseanne
Cheers

Movie Magic
Know Zone

Steam Railroads
Pike's Peak by Rail

Wrestling can't

Movie: Bingo
Long

Last Train Across
Canada

Movie: Deadly
Love

Martin
Preston Episodes

Terra X
Treasure Hunters

Big Jazz Festival
Big Slide Guitar

Movie: Billie
Jack

Cops
.. .Wanted

Wings

Movie: Betsy's
Wedding

NFL Gamebusters

Justice riles

Wheel of Fortune
H.Millionaire
I Jag

Dr. Quinn,
Medicine Woman
11oucnea oy an
Angel

Jeff Foxworthy
Maybe This Time
1Mov1e: Hocus r>ocus

John Larroquette
Home Court

Walker, Texas
Ranger

Marshal

Sisters

News
From the Crypt

News
H. Patrol

Kansas at
Oklahoma
MOVIe: ChilO'S
Play 3

Movie: Victor/
Victoria
News

1

comm1sn

R.E.M. Rough Cut

College Football
Scoreboard
SportsCenter

Movie: Nightmare
...Street5

Night Court
Movie

Dr. Who

Girls' Night
Out

Mad TV

P.M.

Mov1e:
The Punisher

Rivals!
Movie:

I SUNDAY
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

Movie: Love at
First Bite

OCTOBER29I
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ESPN-24
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WGN-16, 9C

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox-8, 55

DSC-33

WEIU-9, 51

TBS-18

World Series:
Game2

60 Minutes

Funniest Videos
Funniest Videos

NFL Primetime

Movie can't

Pinky/Brain
Sister, Sister

Ghostwriter

Movie Can't

Space: Above
and Beyond

Human Nature

Lonesome Pine

Movie: The
Octagon

Cyblll
Almost Perfect
IVIOVIe: Annene
Funicello

LOIS & ClarK

PaSSIOn to Play

Murder,

Nature

MOVIe: ~he
Said No

~1mpsons

World Ot lJISCOVery

uenms Wholey

ueam on me Joo

VISiananes
EIU Connection

...

IVIOVIe: ne
Surrogate

r1gure <:>Ka11ng

,

News Radio
Golden Gate

~he

wrote

t<enegaae

"'"' "'-'"'
News
Land's End

News
Siskel & Ebert

In Touch

Silk Statkinas

KirK
Simon

1

~i ~1~~;:~ut
1

1

Niaht Court
One West Waikiki

o,

Mystery!

Too Something
IVlarnea:..
Misery/Company

Th:~7~~•ccc

D.

1
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Interviews
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D.
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Movie:
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The Daily Eastern News

Announcements
AST'S AND DX'S-Keep up that
pomping spirit ! See you all
tonight!!
10/27
: : -S-;-:
1G:::-:M:-:-A
-:--S::::--;-:1G:::-:M-:-A
-:--S::-1:-=G:-::M-:-A
:-. . PI
KAPPA ALPHA ... SIGMA SIGMA
SIGMA PI KAPPA ALPHA ..
10/27
=-s:-::IG:-:-M-:-:A,...-::;:-C:-:H,...-1,-=s::-:IG::-:M:-:-A-:--:-K:-,-p-omp all
night, pomp all day!!
10/27
JA
:-M
:-;,.I ~L~
A U~I C -;-:
K-:A-an
-d~K~
AREN
7

7

7

IRWIN of Alpha Gamma Delta :
Freak night '95. Lets go out soon ,
but this time let's figure out where
we are going before we go there!!
Alpha Gam Love, Erin
10/26
'"""'
H=EY
~
A'"""'s'"""'
A_a
_n_d,....L
,-,c=-A
~
T:he
----o.
float is
almost done and the week we
have won ! Go-Go EIUI!
::-;-::-::7,.--:::~----::-:-:::7:--;-:-:-71 0/26
SIGMA CHI , SIGMA K, SIGMA
CHI , SIGMA K, SIGMA CHI ,
SIGMA K!
10/27
:::-E:-:-1U-:-=R:-:-U-;-:G:::-:B::-:Y-:-::Sc-:A-=T:-a--:t---:-1:-=o 0 v s .
Indiana across from campus
pond .
10/27
A
-:-:-:
LP::-:H-:-A,.--::
G:-:A-:-M:-:-M-:-:A;-:;:-D=E:-:LT::-:A-,-:oDELTA
TAU DELTA , ALPHA GAMMA
DELTA, DELTA TAU DELTA
10/27
A-;-:-:LP=-:H-:-:A,...-:;:-G-:-A:-:Mc::S-a-n-:d-::0::-::E:-:-L=Ts=-: Let's
get psyched for HOMECOMING
and show our winning spirit!
=:-::-:-=:-:c~---:-:::-;:-;:::-::--o1 0/27
TRI-SIGMAS and PIKES: Pomp,
Pomp, Pomp!!!
-:-:::-=-=-:-:----:::-,-,-,:-:--::-=:-:-:--::-::o1 0/27
AST, OX , OX , AST, AST, OX ,
AS~ OX , OX , AS~ OX , AS~
AST, OX
10/27
7
~V:-::IS~IT~I..,.,N-=G:-P::-A:-R::-:E~N~T=-=s=--a-nd
STU-

DENTS
are welcome
to
CHARLESTON ELKS CLUB for
fine dining on Friday and
Saturday during Homecoming .
Reservations are Preferred. Open
5:50-9 p.m. Call 345-2646
10/27
::::-S-;-:IG:::-:M:-:-A-:---=p-=-H:-:-1-=E-=P-=S~IL~O::-:N:-:- and
DELTA ZETA would like to wish
all fraternities and sororities the
best of luck during Homecoming
1995!!
10/27
,.--Lo=-o=-K~I~N-=G~F=-=0::-::R~SO~M-=E=TH~I~NGTO

DO ON HALLOWEEN? Come
join the KDR's at Spikes on Nov.
1st. 9 pm-1 :00 am . $0.50 drafts of
16oz cups. 19 yrs old to enter. $1
with a costume . Call Aaron at
345-7954 for more info.
10/27
~
K :-;
Y:-:M-=M~S-=A:-:M-=E-=L=s=o-=N:-o
--:f:-A~LPHA

GAMMA DELTA : Keep up the
great work pledging . You 're doing
an awesome job. Love, MOM and
DAD.
10/27
:-:H-=:-EY
,-;-;-W;-;cO:::ocM;-;-;:::-E""'N-::R=-:U-;-;G:;-;B:;-;-Y.,-;te-am-the
time is ours and we'll prove it on
saturday!
;-:-;::-,-;-;:::-;:=-:=~.,-------;---;1 0/27
HEY DELTS : We are having so
much fun ... CAPTAIN CAVEMAN!
Love, THE ALPHA GAMS.
10/27

=-B=-E-:-A-;-:U~T~IF~U~L-=B-:A:-L,.-LO=--=o~N,-.BOU-

QUETS , will deliver, also costumed character deliveries. Male
stripper available . 348-8489
Characters For Hire.
10/27
=-o=E:-LT=-A
,...--;:S::-:-I::::G-:-M:-:A---:::P-:-c
H:-:-1-::P:-r-e sents
BRATFEST '95 For Info call 5816574 $4 in advance $5 at the
door.
10/27
:-:H-:A-;-:U""'"'N:=T=E-=D-:H-:-0::-::-:-U-=s=-E-::T;:-;0::-:N~I G H T!
THOMAS HALL . DON 'T MISS
THIS OPPORTUNITY TO EXPERIENCE THE HORRORS FROM
THE MIND OF STEPHEN KING .
SPONSORED BY THE RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION
AND NATIONAL RESIDENCE
HALL HONORARY.
10/27
=-To-=-:-:M:--:::C:-::R:-:0:::-:U-:-S::-:E~A:-N::-:-::-D~PATTY

thanks for being here for us this
semester. We will miss your
knowledge , support and stuborness next semester. THANKS
FOR EVERYTHING! EIU WOMENS RUGBY
10/27
:-:M-:-:Y:=T-;-:H::::S-A:-:N"'"'D::--:::R:-:::E'""'A7L""'IT;:-;-1E;: :-S:: -. Find
out about law school Admissions
from EIU Official Pre-law Advisor
Wed 4:00 Pm Ch 228
10/30
=-o=E'""LT""'A-S=I-=G-=-M:-;A--:P=H""""I_w_o_u-,--ld,-.like to
invite all of the EIU fraternities ,
sororities, and students to BRATFEST '95 at Spikes on
Saturday!!!
10/27
'"'"KA-:-:T~H...,L-::E=-::E=-::N:--;-;K"'"'U..,.,N""D-:-:Y::::S-o-;f-:.S ig m a
Kappa: Congratulations on going
active . I'm so proud of my Ababy! Love, Jodee
~~-=-=--:-:::-:::-7:-------::-:;-1 0/27
THE MEN OF Sigma Pi would
like to congratulate our sweetheart Gina Zamboni on being
crowned Homecoming queen .
_________________ 10/27

classified advertising==Friday=
, Octobe=
'"· ~:
Announcements

JOIN HOMECOMING with wornens RUGBY this saturday. Watch
the women brutalize ISU and
demolish UIC . Game times 10:00
am and 11 :00 am by the campus
pond .
10/27
;-;W-;:;:0:-:-M-;;E=-::N-;:;:S:-R;::::-U:-:-G=BY
:-;-;-L--:
et:s-g-et HOT
and grind ISU and UIC in the
Ground . We are on our TURF
NOW!
10/27
-=-c-=o-=-M'""E;-J-=-o=-1-=-Nc-cT=h-e~M,---e-n-o-,-f De Ita
Sigma Phi at BRATFEST '95 at
Spikes on Saturday Oct. 28 from
4pm-8pm
10/27
:-:H=-EY:-:-::E""'v=E=R'"'"YO-=:-::N=E.-,L-a-st,-c7 h-ance to
check out the EIU womens
Rugby team this Fall Season .
Come watch the women take on
ISU this saturday at 10:00 am
and then UIC at 11 :00 am . There
will also be a scrimmage game at
12:00 games are by the campus
pond .
10/27
=-p'"""'u'K=
"""'E-7 Y:-:O::-;-U.,.---,A=R=E--:O::-:N""""E=--=o""F THE
BEST. I COULD NEVER FORGET YOU (REALLY). SEE YOU
AT THE GAME !! OF
=,...-:;:--;-::::-:-:-:-::---;=--,.--;---1 0/27
TRI-SIGMAS : Don 't forget the
House Dedication tomorrow. See
You all there!
10/27
:::-T:-:H=E---,--LA:-D;::::-:-::1E::-:S::--o-:-f-::T::-:R::-:1--:-s=-·1 G M A
would like to welcome all alum .
It's great to have you back.
10/27
=-TR=-1:-:-S::-:I:::::G:-:M:-:-A- A
:-:N"'"'D::-=P-:-:-1K:c=E:-::S:-:-=Fire up
for the Homecoming Parade and
Kickoff tomorrow! Show Your spirit!!
10/27
;: : -P,. .-170
K-=-A=P=PA:---;A-:-L-;::;P:-:-H:-:A-a_n_d,.-:;:-S IG MA
SIGMA SIGMA would like to wish
all organizations the best of luck
during Homecoming!!
10/27
-=-c-=o..,..,M-=E:-cS::-:E=-=E=-=
"T:::-H:-::E;-B=-o=-o=G:-::1E" E IU
RUGBY vs . Indiana State Sat.
1:00 at the Rugby Field .
10/27
=-B=RA
-:-oT==F=-=E:-::S:=Tcc-,9::-:5;-$::-4: -i:n-a
- -:
d-va-nce $5
at the door 50 cent 16oz Drafts
$1 Brats For info call Tim at 5816574
10/27
=-s:-::1G:-::M-=-A~
N::U:-A:-Lcc-U-:-:M-:cN
:-:cl:--:T::::-h_a_
nks for
coming down ... we hope you have
a great time- The Active Chapter
10/27
=-c-=o-=-M:-::E;-:;:-s=E=E~M-;-:R::-:S=-.-:v7.1~T:-::ID:-:O arm
wrestle the RUGBY team at 1:00
on Sat.
10/27
=-EA-=-=sT=--=s'""lo=-E=--=P:-::
A-::C::-:K;-;
A-::G:-:::E;-W'"'" E E KEND SPECIALS . ICE COLD ICE
HOUSE 12 PK CANS 5 .99 .
COORS 24 PK CANS 7 .99 .
MILW BEST, BEST LT 3.99 12
PK CANS CAPTAIN MORGANS
SPICED RUM 750 ML 8 .99
MATUSELUM RUM LIGHT OR
DARK 750ML 5.99 . GIONELLI
FLAVORED SCHNAPPS 750ML
3.99 . KEGS IN STOCK . FAST
FRIENDLY DRIVE-UP SERVICE.
RT 130 (18th STREET) AT JACKSON AVE. 345-5722
10/27
=-R"'"'U-:::G:-::B:-:-Y:-,--::::R'""IV:-:-E=R-=s, ---=R"'"'U G BY,
STRIPPERS . GOOD LUCK
LIBBY AND LIPPERT AT YOUR
LAST GAME . WE WILL MISS
YOU! 01 01!
10/27
=-TO:::--:M~Yc-=T~KE:::--:-L~IL:, =B=Ro:::--:K:-::E=EPUP

THE GOOD WORK YOU WILL
BE ACTIVE SOON YOUR TKE
BIG BRO ROB.
10/27
"'IT""''S::-:-LA..,.,U'""R;:::-A:--:;T""'U"'R,-N"'E"'R'""'S::--;:,B IRTHDAY, SHE'S GROWN ANOTHER
YEAR . SO WHEN YOU SEE
HER TONIGHT MAKE HER
CHUG A BEER.
=---=:-:-=:-~~---:;-:::----,-.1 0/27
TO THE MEN of Tau Kappa
Epsilon keep up the good work.
Get ready for a crazy weekend
TKE OFFICERS
10/27
=-EA-=-=sT=--=S'""Io=-E=--=P:-::
A-::C::-:K;-;
A-::G:-::E;-W'"'" E E KENO SPECIALS . ICE COLD ICE
HOUSE 12PK CANS 5 .99 .
COORS 24PK CANS 7.99. MILW
BEST, BEST LT 3 . 99 12PK
CANS . CAPTAIN MORGANS
SPICED RUM LIGHT OF DARK
750 ML 5 .99 . GIONELLI FLAVORED SCHNAPPS 750 ML
3.99 . KEGS IN STOCK . FAST
FRIENDLY DRIVE-UP SERVICE.
RT130 (18th STREET) AT JACKSON AVE. 345-5722
10/27
=-R-=o-=s-=E:-=S~
A-=R-=Eo-=R-=E-=0:-:V~
I o=-L E T S
ARE BLUE , KRAUS YOU WERE
THE BEST COACH WE EVER
KNEW, PATTIE TOO ! THANKS
FOR EVERYTHING , IT WAS ALL
GOOD.
=~=--=::-:=----~-:-:-:-~-1 0/27
TEKES-BIG and little Brothers .
Get those Vocal Chords READY.
Show Your Pride LOU
________________ 10/27
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ACROSS

so Golfo de Cadiz
contents
D.E.A.
employee
51 Net judge's cry
32 Brandy cocktail 52 Water closets
33 A little
ss Mysterious "gift"
resistance
56 Bit of wisdom
37 Ziering of
58 Laughing water.
"Beverly Hills
in Sioux
90210 "
61 Event that
38 Globe-trotter
produces big
Nellie
bucks?
39Anger
62 Long-distance
40 "The Crying
needs
Game" star
63
County on the
41 Led (into)
Thames
43 Address SW of
64 England and
Juneau
Spain ,
45 Some debating
historically
points
47 Port NW of
Bruxelles
DOWN
48 British army
1 Itching cause
orderlies
2 Brandy or
whisky
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 3 Certain
complaining
4 Block
5 Coach
Parseghian
6 Left
7Well-known
California
Congressman
&Them
9 Even ing horizon
sight
10 Indy quest
~-::;.!YRR~ 11 Literary genre
..,.-i~~~ 12 Rogers 's wife
-,-t...,-,-t~i-='-1 13 Teen outcast
-=t-::-t-'-:-1-=1 14 School subject
--'--'--'-''-"'-' 23 Misbehave
70's-80 's sitcom
actress
10 Padua's - Chapel
15 Place to go
back to
16 British-made
car
17 Having inferior
forces
18 S. S. Kresge ,
today
19 Deserter
20 Prowling cats
21 What's more
22St. - (English
seaside resort)
24Some
Arizonans
1

21 Most light

31

25 Treaty of

Waitangi
signatories
26 Peter of CNN
28 First king of
England
29 Only now and
then
30 Put to a test
34 Summer drink
35 Theater bigwig
36 Emulate Joe
Montana or
Casanova

39 Bar opening

51

42 Cornered

53 Top status

13 popes
Lose it

44Mauna ---

54

46 Comedienne

56 Not post

Diamond et al.
48lndian
jewelry
49 Bete ---

57

Bagel topper

59 italian

novelist
&oThe way

~----~~~·~~--~

official

notices

Official Notices are paid for by
the Office of University Publications.
Questions concerning Notices
should be directed to the originator.
DROP DEADLINE
The deadline for dropping a
class or withdrawing from the
University is FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 3. The student will
receive either a "WP " or a
"WF" at the discretion of the
instructor of the class. Be sure
to call in on the Touch-Tone
System at least 15 minutes
before closing time . Michael D. Taylor, Director of
Registration
PERKINS/NDSL
BORROWERS

If you are graduating or do not
plan to be at least a half-time
student at EIU next semester,
it is mandatory to complete an
exit interview. Failure to do so
will result in a COMPLETE
HOLD being placed on your
University record . Interviews
will be held in the Collection
Office , south side Old Main ,
cashier's
entrance
on
November 7 and November 8.
CALL 581-3715 TO SCHEDULE YOUR EXIT INTERVIEW
APPOINTMENT. - Martha
Schwerman,
Collection
Specialist Ill
FALL COMMENCEMENT
Fall Commencement will be
held on Saturday, December
9 at 10 a.m . and 2 p.m. in
Lantz
Gymnasium .
Commencement guides and
cap and gown order forms
were mailed to the students'
homes address. Deadline for

Friday, October 27, 1995

ordering regalia is Friday,
November 10. Any student
who misses the deadline
should
contact
the
Commencement Office (5816892) giving the height,
weight, cap size , and degree
to be received . Faculty marshal for the morning ceremony
will be Dr. Carol E. Schmudde
representing the College of
Arts and Humanities. Faculty
marshal for the afternoon ceremony will be Dr. Harold A.
Malehorn representing the
College of Education and
Professional
Studies.
Questions regarding commencement should be directed to Mark Haines (5816892) . Mark Haines,
Director, Special Events and
Commencement
FALL 1996 AND SPRING
1997 STUDENT TEACHING
MEETING

On the VERGE of the Weekend

Placement information for all
individuals who want to apply
to student teach in FALL 1996
or SPRING 1997 will be distributed during a general
meeting to be held in the
Grand Ballroom of the
University Union on Thursday,
November 9, 1995 from 12 to
1 p.m. This general meeting
will not be repeated. PLACEMENT INFORMATION WILL
NOT BE GIVEN OUT PRIOR
TO
THIS
MEETING.
Important information will be
discussed so plan to attend.
- Dr. Mary Ellen Varble ,
Chair Student Teaching

time will be towed at the owners expense. No Parking 3
a .m . to noon Saturday,
October 28, 1995: Monroes
Jackson
avenues
and
between 6th and 7th Street;
6th Street from Monroe to
Lincoln Avenue ; 7th Street
from Monroe to Johnson
Avenue ; Hayes Avenue
between 7th and 9th Street.
No Parking 5 p .m . Friday,
October 27, Saturday, October
28, on : Campus Drive, 7th to
4th Street and 7th Street from
Johnson Avenue to Andrews
Hall. - Kevin Kersey, Asst.
Chief, EIUPD

PARKING PARADE ROUTE
Due to the EIU Homecoming
parade on Saturday, October
28, parking will not be allowed
on the following streets on the
dates and times listed. Any
vehicles parked on the streets
after the designated date and

UNCLAIMED BICYCLES
The University Police Dept.
has several bicycles in storage that no one has come forward to claim . These bicycles
will be given to a charitable
organization if unclaimed. The
following is a list of the bicy-

cles in storage at this time. As
serial number other identifiable number or making will be
required to claim these bicycles. Contact University Police
Dept. Sears Free Spirit, girls;
Murray Rock Rhino, girls ;
Centurion Elite RS , boys;
Schwinn Hurricane , boys ;
Schwinn College Sport, boys;
Huffy Scout , boys ; Alpine
Magna, boys ; Diamond Back
Sorrento ;
Roadmaster
Mountain Climber, boys ;
Schwinn World Sport, boys ;
AMF Roadmaster mountain
bike , boys , Murray mountain
bike ; Huffy Techtra, girls ;
Sears
Free
Spirit ,
girls;Schwinn Woodlands
mountain bike ; Takeara
Blazer; Casino Main Street,
boys; Tourell ; Murray 26:,
girls; Huffy, boys ; Huffy All
Terrain; Schwinn Hurricane,
boys; Blazer Multi-Fit, boys. Ron Osborne, Sgt, U.P.D.

Part-time work
Out-of-Home
Commission & Earning Potential
Create your own
hours!

Call 849-2818
RECHARGE "PLUS"

INFORMAL· CONTEMPORARY· COMMUNION

SATURDAY EVENING

(Toner Cartridges)

5:30p.m.

Sanctuary
Students Welcome!

Laser Printers, Copiers, Ink Jets,
Bubble Jets, & other Printers Supplies

SAVE 40%-70%
235-6134

Call: Recharge "Plus"

OPEN EVERYDAY
9 am to 6 pm

LOST CREEK ORCHARDS
18 Ml LES SOUTH OF
CHARLESTON ON RT.130

CALL 345-5000

~~

fJ !J tJ

LARGE SELECTION NEW & USED
GUARANTEED REPAIR SERVICE

•• • •• •• • ••• • • •• • • • ••

ertise

516 6th St.
• On the Square •

2100 BROADWAY, MATTOON

• YOUR COLES COUNTY SCHWINN DEALER •

2601 Marshall, Mattoon

Mark

accessories
• 2{ugs ana useafurniture.
(jift items sfze{ves ana c{ocf&
&

Relax on our sports bar side w I pool and virtual videos.
For the hottest bar scene around with nonstop action,
check out the area's hottest nightclub complete with
2 stories, 2 levels for dancing, not to mention
the only light and laser show around!

CPC of Eastern Illinois, Charleston, IL

reg. $35 • • • • •• •• .. •

9\[f.w .9l.mish oakfumiture

Nightclub & Sports Bar

*FREE Pregnancy Tests
*Accurate Information
*Individual Attention
*Strictly Confidential

Schwinn U-Locks

by

.9liumni Wefcome!
It's agreat p[ace to sfwp.

BRIAN'S PLACE

NEED HELP?

•r

(ACROSS THE STREET FROM LAWSON HALL)

Mats

APPLES, PUMPKINS,
GOURDS, CIDER!

!J ,.\ t:. t £

WESLEY UNITED METHODIST CHURCH

DRIVE A LITTLE,
SAVE A LOTI
Ph. 234-7637

CARD SHOW
Racing Collectibles

Sat. Oct. 28 at
Charleston
Worthington Inn
ROUTE 16
TIME 10-4

ADMISSION FREE

234-4151

Paul & Judy's ,.~lilt. t~'
Coins & Cards

P.O.Box409

mu

Artbur,R.61911

Whlat./Ret.Sbowroom: 400B.R.t.t33
a-terville (On The Ouw)
8:00-6:00 Moo.-Pri. 8:00-3:00 Set•

Gl rnA
.-......

THE GATHERING
BUY- SELL- TRADE

24 HR. PHONB: (217) $43-3366

Boxes - Sets - Singles - Decks
Packs - Magazines - Novels
Players' Guides - Supplies

24 HR. PAX: (800) ~3117

CaD, Fax, Write or e.maU

lntcmcte-mail Station Code:

pjcc@dial.illinois.net
MSN Addreas:
pjcc worldwide@msn.com

Movies
CD'S
Cassettes

Pawn Brokers
4th and Madison
325 E. Madison

For FREE CATALOG.
Pleue Specify lfiiiJ/CTIM~ Catalog.

$5.00
$4.00
$1.50
Big ugly
yellow
building.

